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tQ.l Intro4uctton. 

When phytiei't' make ~onjeeture, r.oneerninl tne -.xi't __ n~-. ~f a 

heretofore unob,erved partL~le or enerlY ,our~e whote pr __ , __ n~-. woul~ 

~hallenle ,ome ~urrent interpretation. of natural lawt, ,uch ~laim. 

ar__ met wLth a mixtur __ of -.xeLteaent and ,keptiei,m. Th __ -.x~it-.m __ nt 

iS enlendered by the po,tibility that a new d1.eovery will help to 

Th-. ,keptlr.l,m i, the lack of that 

th-. 

the ab,enee of reliable empirieal ob.ervation. for verlfieatlon.~ . 

to the po.tibili.ty 

that -.xi't' a larl-' and Irowlna "und~rlround economy" that 

ha, -.lu~-.~ ~h __ ob,-.rvationa1 domain of prof-. •• Lonal -.conomL't •. Thi, 

~onjecture. referred to a, the "unob.erv-.d Ln~ome hypothe,i,". ha. 

ha, and ~ontrov-.r,y. 
Th __ 

'parked by the po •• lbility that the hypothe,i. wlll help to explain 

analy,t.. Moreover. the hYPoCh.,1. ha. direct relevanee to 'o •• of 

declln1nl pro4uctivlty and real hiah rate, of 

of Th-. 

.urround1na the it,ue of the "und~rlround " -.conomy L' 

14r.:k prer.:i,ion in tiefinina the dOl'llaLn 

of the initial -'l'Ilplrical -.ffort. to e,tablith -.'til'llatet of it, 

and Irowth. 

"f 
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'! n,,'.' 8 h to 

of If 'J n d " l" Il" o ',1 n d If 

effore. 

to ~'timaee 

tn" period 19S6 - Sw"den i. enoulnt to 

~xperitllental laboratory for this type of work. The Swedish ~~ono.y 

world. There ar" ,ur~ly adequate e~ono.i~ to en~OUrele 

i.n If 'J n d -. 1:' 8 r o 'J n d " a~tiv1t:ie,. 

Sweden i. endowed with a deta be.e ehet i. of hiah quality and 1. 

Alt-.rnative m-.a.ure, of the ,1%e of the "und~r8r~ynd -.~ono.y" 

it' 1ft a I n i. t IJ d ... 

inr.:on.ist~nr.:i~s not only the d1ff1culty of 

dete~tion. but aore iaportAntly, the faet that the different 

conceptual eatlele •• lecent effort. have b.en devoted to the 

reconc11iatloft of diver.e e.pir1~el One of the key 

.mbiauiC1e. vblcb plaaue. the litereture on the underlround econo.y 

l' 

l. See 'eile, I. "The Heen1na of the Underlround 
FulL Co.pLLanee Def1~1t" in aaertner, A and Wenil, A 

of the Shedow Iconotllv Sprinaer-Verlaa 1985. 

Iconotlly ~nd the 
Th" leono .. i~' 



--

Inco.. .ft. 'r04uct Account. (NIPA) ~ •• been erroneou,ly i1entlfied 

wlt~ t~. i •• u. of t.x .. va.ion. T~ .. appro.~~ fo110w .. 1 in t~e pr"' .. nt 

,t'Jdy. t:~e groundwork th~ flnal e,ti.matlon I') f both 

t~ .. ,e 

particul.r mea,ura, of "underground incoae" mu,t, however, await the 

deter~in.tion of "total IJnrecord.d w~ic~ i t 

i •• adlate focus of t~a inve,tia.tion. 

The •• jor portion of the ,tudy dep.rt, fro. the ~onvention.l 

Keyne'ian concentration on income, and altern.tively. 

t~a mora ganeral an.ly.ina 

.. conoaic activity by mean, of the equation of exchanae. The equatlon 

I')f exchanae i' a high ordar LdantLty t~.t hlahlla~t. the du.l n.tura 

of ~xchang. in a ~~netary econolfty. For every ~onetary pay~ent. there 

it an "1utv~lent: r .. al tran'4ction. Fro~ thi' per,p .. ctive, "~onay is, 

wh.at monay does". 

monetary payments 

transar.tLon •• 

nam .. ly. i t 'erves 

mu,t be 

•••• ur ••• nt 

as eh.e ac~nomy" mediulIt of 

to 

and an.lysi. of the 

.ct1vlty of .acroecono.1.t, for the l •• t h.lf century. 8y contr •• c. 

t~.r. b.. been no coap.r.bl •• ftort to cl.,tify, di •• a.r .... t. and 

monetary pay.ent 

Sint:e the lI.rat:lty of 

activLty ar. now b.ing challenged by the 

il: i. p.rI:Lr.ul.r1y Llftportant tO 

can ,.rve 

ch.ck on 

, 

\. 



maeroacono.te analy.i •• A' will be 1eveloped b-.low. a mon-.,. payMent, 

m -.. , u r -. o f a r o s, "C o n o '" i <: a t: t i v l t Y i n l'! t IJ 1" ., :!..!:..L t t:' ~ n. " .: r:: t .., n ., I. n r: h -. 

eeono.y that are M-.diated by 

oper.tional 1afinition of 

all tr.n,a<:tion •• 

"!xchana·· A natural 

This 

"unr'!corded tran.actions", If an accept.ble •••• ur. of unreeorded 

,ianifi<:.nt 

total econotBi<: activity. and, that th-.,. var,. 

-.<:ono"'i<: at:tivity, th.,. sur.l,. •• rl.t 

attention, c')nce we have an allr.,at. mea.ure of unreeorded 

transaction. 

into th-.ir natural t: o 'J n t • r p a r t • in the 

analy.i', 

For fis-:al 

an.ly,i" 

a, esti.ate. of eoneo.itant lo.s.s' of tax rev-.nua. 

Th ••• Jor portion of thi. ,tudy i. d.votad to the ta.k of 

providina .a prali.inary •• ti.ate of th •• onatar,. pay •• nt •• tda of 

avatlabl. ..tt.at.. of tha tran.aetion •• id. of tha .eono.y. Whila 

IJnreeord.d 

(th. it hop-.d that a 

1"tail"d 1"v-.Lopm"!nt of the pay.entt 'ide of the er.:ono.y. will ~-. of 

I"!neral intere,t in it, own t.r ••• ~ational Ineo.a accountants can 

view thi, .xercite a. a m •• n. of i.po.ins a hisher order identity on 

conventional aecount1nl ty,t •••• Mon.tary econo.l.t •• will hopefull,. 



discover that the full application of monetary theory to econom1c 

act1vity can only be brought to fruition once the m~netary payment, 

'l'ide of the economy has been develop'!d 

transar.tion, !fide. The elaboration and estimation of both of 

the equation of exchange will hopefully bring U!f closer to the long 

!foug~t goal of a general cone~9tual framework that fully integrate!f 

the perspectives of monetary and value t~eory. The conjeeture that 

guides thi' study, is, that eeonomie activity can mO<Jt 

analy,ed from dual perspeetives of monetary pavment' and real 

tran,aetions. The payments and transactions that are- dire.".:tly 

r'!lated to production of final goods and services make up a subset 

of the aggregate of payment<J and transactions by the 

'!quation of exchange. 

We begin the study with an overview of the Swedish system of 

payments. This lays the groundwork for estimat'!s of the total sum of 

monetary payments in the Swedish eeonomy (MV). We th'!n turn ollr 

att'!ntion to of eonstrlJct ing comparable e!Jtimate. of total 

transaetions in Sweden (PT). The d1fferenee between MV and PT, 

represents the sum of unreeorded transactions. 

\ 

then 
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10.2 An Ove~view of the ~avm~nts Svst~m of Sv~d~n 

that s~rve 

th~ medilJm of ~xchang~ function. Thes~ ar~ curr~ncy, bank d~posits 

that requlre no notice for withdrawal of funds and post giro demand 

depo,its. Throughout this study, the money .upply is defined a, the 

su. of the stock of assets that serve as media of exchang~. The 

is therefore compos~d of curr~ncy and demand 

deposits in banks and in the postal giro system. 

payments 

systellls in many north~rn European countries, but is very diffe~ent 

from the payments system in the United Stat~ •. Wh~reas, the IJ • S 

payments system relies primarily on check payments eff~cted through 

a network of mor~ than 1500 banks, the Sw~dish sy.t~m, lik~ that of 

the Netherlands, relies on a highly centralized giro system t.hat 

operates primarily through th~ Post Giro S~rYLce. Banking 

are concent~ated ln the hand, of thr~e or four major banking 

have established their own independent and 

cOlapetitive bank giro services through the Sank ~iro Center. The 

bank giro ,y.te. wa, .stablished in the late 1950'. and has grown 

.ignifieantly over the last twenty five years. Nevertheless. it 

still accounts for les. that 15? of th~ total giro 

Sveden. 

transactions in 

Th~ primary payment mechani.m in is the alJtomated 

pap~rle •• transf~r of funds between giro account hold~rs. Unlik~ the 

paylllents systela in the United State., which relie. primarily on the 

phy.ical clearing of checks drawn against bank deposit balance., 
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ch~ck pay.ent. in play only a minor in 

Instead, paym~nts are through a compl'!x and 

The an~ by far the largest payment 1ystem is th'! Post 

Giro. It was established in 1925 and s~rved its customers throughout 

Sweden by offer1ng s'!rvices at post offices in different localities. 

3 The term "giro" meaning circulation, was chosen as the name for 

postal pavments rienote the ct:lnt inlJal flow of 

remittances between giro accounts. paperless inter-account 

transfers are '!ntirely 'C o m p IJ t e r i z e d • making Sw~den's payments 

settlement system one of the fastest and most efficient in the 

world. It may therefore seem paradoxical, that despite the system's 

emphasis on paperless transfer payments, flJnctions as a 

vital medium of exchange thrt:lughout th~ Swedish payments syst.m. 

10.2.1 The Swedish Pavments Matrix 

In order to apply the Payment-Transaction (PT) Ilethod of 

estillating the size and growth of the unrecorded economy, it is 

f1rst neces •• ry to calculate the total volume of payments (MV) which 

2. Detailed de,criptions of the Swedish payment!l mechanisms ar'! 
iound in :Pavll~nts Systems in Eleven Develooed Countries, Bank for 
International Settlements February, 1980 and in Bankin! Systems 
~broad. Inter-8ank Research Organization London April, 1978 

3. For a historical review of the development of the Post Giro 
see, Postal Giro 50 Years Postgirot, Stockholll 1976. A full 
de9cription of the regulations and service, offered by the Post Giro 
can be found in Re!ulations governin! Post Girat: The Swedish Postal 
Giro Service Post Girot Stockholm 1980 
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eff'!eted by '!aen of tn'! medium of '!xchang'! a99~t,. Tn~ total 

volume of paymene., (MV). 15 giv'!n as: 

P b 
.. p"V .. S"V (10.2.1) 

c • Currency in tne nands of ene public 

v • V~locity or annual turnov~r of tn~ curr~n~y stock 
c 

p • Post Giro deposits 

v P • Veloc1ty or annual turnov'!r of Post Giro deposits 

8 • D-.mand depo9it9 in tn'! banking ~y9tem 

vb • V~loc1ty or annual turnover of bank demand deposits 

M • Total itock of money 

v • Velocity of circulation of tne money stock 

Tne paym'!nts in Sw'!den is comprised of tnre'! 

components: 

l) payment. effeeted by means of ca.h, 

2) pay.ent. effeet'!d via tn'! post giro system, 

3) payments effected via the bank giro system. 

maln 

Any '!ffort measur'! tn'! total flow of paym'!nts in tn'! 

Swedisn economy r'!quires that account be taken of tn'! variOU9 flows 

wnicn take place botn within and b'!twe'!n tne major compon'!nts of tne 

payments system. Figure (10.2.1) presents an overview of the Swedish 

payments system wnicn identifi'!s tn'! the flows of payments which 

link the financial institutions. 

, 



Filur'! 10.2.1 

SCHEMA OF SWEDISH ~AYMENT FLOWS 

BANK GIRO BANKS POSTAL SYSTEM 

CENTER l 
BANK i .. ... .. H .. .. .. I 

I 
ClJRRENCY I 

I .. ... I I 
I I I 
I f C 1 I ... F ... I .. .. -, .. .. ... ... .. I I ... , ... .. ... , I 

I I .. .. ... , 
t I I f ... ... ... E ... t 1 , 

I I --------·-1 J r 1 t A 1 , 
T I BANK j I t 8 1 ... o- , 

.. I ... .. .. I , .. .. ... I I .. .. "'1 ... ... .. 1 I 1 
I I .. .. 1 I 
I I t 1 I I 
I I t o 1 1 0- G .. I 

I .. ... I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I ... o- ... .. H .. .. .. .. J 

a postal subsystem. Figure (10.2.1) depicts all of the payment flows 

withln and between thO! variou. subsy.tems. ~ayment. within a 
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sub'ystem, are de,cribed as either inpayments t o , or outpayments 

t 'C" l') m a 9 Il b 9 Y 9 t e m. T h e p a r t i c 'l l <! r f l t) w s i n F i g 'l t" e (L t) • 2. • t) w h i c h m IJ s t 

be for in order to cI')n,truct a total payments aggregat e 

A: These pay.ents represent giro transfer, between account 

of the Post giro sy,tem. The payorls acct)unt is 

debited and the 'payee account is cred1ted, and total 

v"lume t)f debits at"e rect)rded as Pl'),t giro transfers (P ) 
r 

8: The.e payment, repre,ent direct payment of CIJrrency for 

good'. service, and the acquisition of real and financial 

a"et,. The total volume of ,uch payment, are repre,ented by 

C and D: The,e payment, represent intra-bank transfers between 

within a 

bank. intra bank payaents are denoted 

re.pectively. and the sua of all such intra bank 

is 8 • w 

E: Ca.h can enter the 

offered by 

post giro sy,tem via a 

particular 

and 

tran,action. 

variety of 

~. For example, many companie. preprint bill, 
cu.tomer. on a "C" inpayment card. The aaount 
ca,h by the customer at any post office. 
autoaatically recorded by optical recognition 
the company account i, credited when the payment 

which are sent to 
due can be paid in 
The pay.ent i, 

equipment (OCR) and 
record i. received 
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or withdrawals ~an be made at post offi~es with 

t" d '! b i t t h e a p p r " p r i a t e p o s t g i r o a .-:: r: " IJ n t '"' " ~ t-\ .. "m " ' , n t' r:> a id 

o U t i n c a s h. S u c h p a y 1'0 e n t s o r w i t h d r 'l w d l 9 ·1 r'~ ro..> " " r r! ,> ·1 t n ~ h e 

inpayment and outpayment $tatisti~s of the post 

and are h Ar- d~n-tAd p~ • ~p. Th b lOd (" ~ h ~ ~ ~'J ~ 'J e sym " S ~ an J "enate t e n o 

medil.1m "f exchange invo1ved (post gir" and eurrency, 

respective1y) whereas the S 'l P e r s c r i p t s either the 

destlnation or the origin "f ~ payment. The 9ub9cripts den"te 

the the payment f1"w, 

an 2,.utpayment to or fr"m the 

specified medium "f exehange. Thus, represents an 

outpayment from currency destined to a p"st giro account. This 

same payment, when viewed fr"m the 

gir" system is rec"rded 
~ 

as P , 
n 

an 

perspective of the 

inpayment to the post 

fr"m eurrency whieh is outside the post giro system. 

F and <1: In ,im11ar fashion, th __ paym __ nt f1"ws, F and <1 

post 

giro 

are 

either currency to banks (S
e c 
ni and 8 nj ) or 

outpayaent. of currency fro. th __ banks and Seen 

fro. the perspe<:tive of the ~urrency holder, thes __ flow, 

represent depo,its (C
bi 

and 
o 

and withdrawa1s and 

by the post giro. Similarly, 
which permit customer, to 
make payment on the delivery 

there are "A" and "8" inpayment ~ards 

pay ~a,h at the post office in "rder t" 
or order of merchandise. 
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H: Although th~ bank giro and the post giro flJnction as 

separate paYlllents 

direct transfers of funds between bank and rost a c c o IJ n t !il • 

var iOI.1S transfers are effected and recorded as inpayments o~ 

outpayments by each of the separate systellls. Inpayments from 

the banks to the postal giro are denoted bv pb • BP and 
. n o 

silllilarly, outpaylllents from the post giro system to the banks 

are denoted as pb • BP. 
o n 

I: The Bank Giro Center functions as the clearing agent for 

inter-bank t~ansfers and all paylllents effeeted by means of 

bank deposit accounts in bank i to aCco'Jnts in bank j are 

via the Bank Giro Center. These inter-bank transfers 

are denotol!!'d by B 
r 

J: Prior to the establishment of the Bank Giro Center, inter-

bank transfers were made between banks and such settlements 

are denoted by Bd' As the Bank Giro Center grew in importance, 

attraeting aore and .or. banks to lt, tran.fer service, B 
r 

and between each of the media of 

exchange sub.y.tem, generat e both credit and debit entries, care 

must be taken to avoid double counting of payments. Ta"le (tO.2.2) 

contains a matrix of payments which separately identifles all credit 

and debit entries for eaeh medium of exchange, 

The paVlIlents matrix makes 1t pos.ible to define the total 

volullle of payaents frolll two different perspeetive., naaely, the sum 
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P~YMENTS MATRIX FnR SWEDEN 

CREDITS 

DEBITS CURRENCY [)OST GIRO BANK i BANK j 

CIJRRENCY Cg [)c: cP 8e:. Cbi. e: 
C

bj • • S , • n l) nI. l) nJ I)p 

POST GIRO [)e: .. cP [) pbi • BP, [)bj • sP 
l) n ro l) nI. o nj 

BANK e: Cbi. 8 P , pbi a i a i Si. i 8 c 1. • • + n 1)1. n w ro d 

8r: . Cbj n pbj B j 8 j sj BANK j .. B" . • + 
cJ n cJ n ro d w 

of all payment eredit. and the sum of all pay~ent debit •• 

The fir,t ~ethod of con.truetina a total payment 

on the 'IJ~.ation of all debit entrie. for esch medium of 

exehanae. Double counting of peyments i, avoided by only eon.idering 

debit entrie. for inelu,ion in total payment aggregate. 

horizontal 9ummation for eac:h row in Figur. <lO.Z.Z) roepregent9 the 

tl)tal d~bit. ae:c:ruing t" ~ae:h c:at~gcry cf el(e:hange media. The 

mean, of cbtaining the total .um cf payment, (MV) in the .ystem. 

Summing the debit9 to each of the media of exchange in the 



paylllent, lII.trix., produ,=e, 

g p b 

~'V • C + C + C 
J T O" 

p 

I?' V 

b 

c b 
• P + P + P 

" r " 

the 

S· v • B + B + B + S + B 
" p w r d 

Defining: 

p • pr: + p" 
o " " 

B • BC 
+ 8" 

" " p 

C P C 
b 

lT • + 

" " 
the total volum. 

14 

formulas 

M-V. CI + W + P + P + B + 8 + 8 + 8 
o r o r d w 

wh"!r'!, 

~8 • Total ca5h payment, for goods 

lT • T"tal Ca,h d-.po,it, 

p • Total Post Giro outpayments 
" 

whi<:h to 

(10.2,2) 

(10.2.3) 

(10.2.4) 

(10.2.;) 

(10.2.6) 

(10.2.7) 

(10.2.8) 
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p • Total Post Giro transfers 
r 

B • Total Bank Giro olJtpaym'!nts 
o 

B • Total Bank Giro transfers 
r 

Bd • Dir~f.:t bank transfers 

B • Within bank transfers 
w 

Alternativ'!ly, the total payments in the system can be defined 

in terms of th'! sum of f.:redit entri'!s in 

thi~ c:redits 

as: 

e_vC: e
g pC: ,. 

• ... ... B -
o o 

p-v P • pC: ... p ... pb 
n r n 

B_vb • B f.: ... BP ... B ... B ... Bd n n w ro 

and total payments are d'!f1ned as: 

M-V. el ... T ... P ... P ... 8 ... 8 ... 8 ... Bd 
n r n w r 

T • Total cash w1thdrawals 

p • Total Post Giro inpayments 
n 

B • Total Bank Giro inpaym~nt 
n 

the payments matrix. rn 

(11).2.9) 

( l l) • 2 • l l) ) 

(ln.Lll) 

(10.2.12) 
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F i g '..I t' e l (l • 2 . '3 

TOTAL OEBlTS and CRED!TS 

TOTAL TOTAL 
CREDITS OE8lTS 

C:URRENC'i c:& ... T c: 8 ... 1T 

POST GUO P .... P P ... l? 
n t' t') t' 

BANKS B .... B .... B .... B
ti 

B .... 8 .... B .... Bd n w t' o W t' 

TOTAL 
P.~'iMENT C' .... T .... P .... P .... B .... B .... 8 .... Bd n t' n t' w 
C:REOITS 

.-
TOTAL 
PA'iMENT C' .... 1T .... P .... P .... 8 .... B .... B ... Bd 
OEBITS 

o t' o t' W 

The flnal equatlon. for e,timating '.lnd tiebit 

pavment. . . for e.ch medium of exchange are di,played in Figure 

(10.2.3). 80th .ethod, of deflning total payments, my't in princple 

yield slml1ar however, the tiouble entry accounting of 

payments is useful since a numbet' of the component flows m 1..1 s t 

estimated rather than be obtained from readily available data 

s " 'l r r.: e s. A S S IlC h. tab1llati"ns of credit and debit 

pavments are to be equal in practice, as a re,ult of 

,tati,tir.:al discrepancie, in the e,tlmate, "f ,ome of ,eparate 

\. 
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compon-.nts. The metho<1 of -.stimating total payments. 

therefore depends upon the method of data cap ture in the payments 

Sine'! estimation or the eomponents or ~he paymen~ ~gg~egate 

is complex. we d-.vot-. eaeh of the following 5ections to an 

explanation of how eaeh separate compon'!nt is m'!4sured. 
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lO.) Th~ E'timetion of Curr~n~y ~avm~nts 

One of th~ most intractable problems in the ar~a of 

of cash paym~nts. Since the stock of currency (C), is well d~fin~d 

and ~asily m~asur~d, the ~stimetion of total cash 

r~duc~s to the problem of ~stimating th~ numb~r of times th~ av~rage 

unit of curr~ncy turns over in any given period. he qu~stion can b~ 

tr~ced back to Jp.vons who in 1875 wrot~: 

the 

"I hav~ never m~t with any att~mpt to determin~ in any country 

th~ av~rag~ rapidity of circulation, nor hay~ I b~~n abl~ to 

think of any mean9 whatev~r of approaching th~ inv~stigation 

of th~ problem, ~xc~pt ln th~ inv~rs~ way. If knew th~ 

amount of exchang~5 ~ffected, 

C IJ r r e n c y i' t IJ r n Ii! d o v e r; b IJ t • • • 

and the quantity of curre~cy 

l 
th~ data are quit~ wenting" 

The iaplieatlon. of the intelleetual barrier established by 

of a viable method for ~'timating can not be 

underestia.ted. For exaaple. the modern version of the quantity 

l. Je V on5. W. S. Monevand the Mechanism ("If Exchange (1875) 
'l IJ" t ~ d i n S ~ l d ~ n, El.. " M o n ~ t a r '! V ~ 1 o c i t Y i n t h e IJ n i t ~ d S t a t e 5 " i n 
Friedman, M. ed. Studie, in the Quantitv Th~orv of Monev The 
University of Chicago ~re,s, 1956. 
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theory of 2 
.oney. although rooted 1n 

pioneering elaboration of t h e [ q 'J a t I. o n o f 

Fi9her', empha,i, on monetary flow9. and reformulate9 the theory in 

ter~, of the stock of money. This e~pha'is on monetary stocks rather 

than payment flows, ha, left modern ~onetary theory lacking in tt, 

ability to adequate1y predict price, and inco~e. The empha,i, on 

money stocks rather than on transactions flows relegates. the 

critical effects of changes in pay~ent velocity to a conceptual 

limbo. 

The central 
c 

role of V was clearly recogntzed by Fisher. who 

in t909 proposed an ingeniou, method for meas'Jring thi'J i l l'J S i v e 

.:. 
magnitude. Fi,her argued that: 

"The importance of such determination, (of the 

lIelocity of currencyl can scarcely be ollere,timated •. ~hen we 

know statistically the velocity of circulation of money we 

shall be in a po,ition to study inductively the "quantity 

of money. to dis~over the signtficance of that 

veloeity in referenee to erises. accu~ulations of wealth. 

dens1ty of population. rap1d transit and cOlluBun1cation. as 

well a ••• ny other conditions. In fact a new realm in monetary 

stat1.t1c. w11l have been opened" p.618 

2. Friedman, M. "The Ouantity Theory of ~oney-A Restatement" in 
Studie'J in the Quantitv Theorv of Monev The Univer,ity of Chicago 
Press 1956 

J. Fisher. I. The Purcha9ing Power of Monev Macm1l1an. 1911 
4. Fi,her. I. "A New Method of [stimating the Velocity of 

Circulation Money" Journal of the Roval Stati,tical Societv. Vol 72, 
t909 pp. 604-618. This approach is extended in the AppendiX to 
Chapter XII in The Purchasing Power of Monev. 
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Yet, despite Fisher's c1aims for the theoreti~a1 lmportan~~ of 

the payment veLocity of ~urrency, an~ hi~ earLy efforti to d~Vlie a 

,. 
method for ca1cu1atlng V-t little further attention was given to the 

probLem for aLmost 9ixty years. The intervening years di~ pro~uce a 

; 
number of studies that focused on the behavior of income velocity 

ratner tnan on pavment velocity. velocity. being easlLy 

measured as the ratl0 of income to the money stOCk. remains the 

f oc 'l ~ of contemporary monetary theorist9. despite Keyne.' warning 

that income velocity was "a hybri~ conception having partic'llar 

6 
i i g n i f i c a n c e " Yl h o 9 e 'l 9 e , " ha9 led to nothing 

7 
b'Jt conf'Js ion." 

I t was not 'l n t i l 1970. that 
8 

Laurent, apparently unaware of 

Fisher', earlier work, carefully examined the magnitude of c'Jrrency 

transfer~, an~ suggeste~ an approach which ~an be utiLize~ to derive 

a method for est1mating currency velocity. Different approaches to 

the probLem are presente~ beLow. 

l l) • 3 • l The Fisher Cash Loop Method: 

In 1909. Fi.her devl.ed an ingenio'ls approximation for 

estimatini the veloclty of cash payments. Fisher constructed a model 

of cash flove that described the various type. of currencyexchanges 

that can talte place between the time cash was initially withdrawn 

from the banking system and finally redeposited in banks. Sectoring 

5. See Selden (1956) ibid. 
6. A Treatise on Monev VoL. 
7. The ~eneral Theorv p.299 
8. Currency Transfers bY 

University of Chicago. 1970 

\. 

for an excellent review 
II Macmillan. 1930 p.24 

Denomination I?h. D. Thesis at the 



his hypothetical eeonomy into firms, individual depo9itors and non 

Fi,her ~xamin~d all poS'ibl~ ~ash ~xchanges b~tw~en the 

FisherIs mod~l !1pe~ification was 

rI'lm"!ly. 

9 
for goods. 

~ondition'!ld by t h '!l 

irlstit~tional stru~tur~ of the paym~nt' m~~hanism a, it fu{\~tion~d 

during the early Y'!lar, of the 20th century. The approximat'!l formula 

h~ deriv~d for the "total ~ireulation of ~ash in ~xchang~ for good," 

equaled the total amount of ~ash deposit'!ld in banks plus total wages 

paid. On th~ basis of existing data on Fisher 

a veloeity of circulation for curr~ncy of 18 tim'!l' per 

y~ar. or an average holdi{\g period of about ZO day'. 

A' s Ilmi ng that individual, exc:lusively acquire ~ash by 

withdrawing it 
10 

from banks, Fi,her argued that it was possible to 

estimate total cash payment, by mlllt iplying cash withdrawals at 

banking instit1ltions by a multiple which refle~ted the number of 

"loop," or payment, that occurred b~tw~en ~ash withdrawals and 

5ubs~quent cash depo,its. 

Thus; 

el • T • .\ (l0.3.1) 

9. In a mor~ g~n~ral model. el can b~ ,e~n to also include 
dir'!lct ~ash purcha,'!l' of r'!lal and financial a'S'!lts. 

10. A model of curreney transfer, that include. r~al and 
finaeial assets other than "money" would permit the acquisition of 
~a.h from sales of r~al and finaetal assetS. 5ueh "sal~s" would of 
cours e include cash wtthdrawals froa time and savings deposits. 

, 
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l • the "cash loop"- the number of payments occurring between 

cash withdrawals and subsequent deposits. 

Fisher's calculations for 1909 suggested that a cash loop of 

.appt"oximately two (l • 2) was appropriate. Fisher's loop lenght of 

1 l 
two was adopted by Cramer (1982) and was subsequently used by the 

Netherlands Central Bank (1984) as the basis for ~heir efforts to 

estimate total cash payments 
l 2 

in Holland. Bo~h Cramer (1982) and 

Boeschoten and Fase (1984) made u.e of estimates of cash withdrawals 

ft"om demand deposits, to which they applied Fi.het"'s original cash 

loop estimate. By selecting the .arbitrary value of l • 2 for 

loop in the Boesr.hoten and Fase estimated a 

currency velocity which averaged 13.27 turnovers per year during ~he 

period 1965 - 1981. This irnplies an 

holding period for currency of 27.5 days before it is spent for the 

purr.ha.e of good •• In light of the malor 

tran.action. in the Netherland •• 

c: 
credenee to this e,timate of v . 

it 

role played 

i. difficult 

Given the .trons .imilaritle. between the payment 

by currency 

to give muc:h 

and 

organization of financial institutions in the Netherlands and 

Sweden, it is possible to approximate Swedish cash withdrawals b~, 

11. "Transac:tions Demand and the Clreulation of Money in the 
United State., 1950-1979. University of Amsterdam 1982 

12. Soesc:hoten. W.C. and Fase. M.M.G. Setalinssverkeer en 
officieuze eeono.ie in Nederland 1965-1982 Monetaire Monosrafieen 
Nr.l De Nederland.ehe Sank n.v. 1984 
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applying the ratio of withdrawals to cyrr~ncy in th~ N~th~rlands, to 

13 
th~ Swedish currency syppl)'. The r~.ulting estimate. of 

Swedish cash withdrawa19 in ':" 1'J mn (l) t)f Table 

10.3.L. The second column of the table displays th~ ~stimate of 

obtained by the Fisher cash loop method, on the assumpt10n that th~ 

appropriate cash loop i9 two. 

Without any independent information concerning the actual 

length th~ cash loop, it is not reasonable tt) utiliz~ Fisher's 

1909 estimate t)f the U.S. cash loop as a means for d~t~rminin8 the 

vo l'Jme of ca"h payments 1.n Sw~d~n. liowever, as will b~ 

develop~d below, other proc~~dur~s are availabe for the estimation 

cash payments 1n Sweden. The estimat~s of Swedish ca.h 

withdrawals developed above, can be then be used to deriv~ more 

estimate the cash loop implicit in the estimat~ of 

total cash payments. 

10.3.2 The ~aurent Cash Transfer M~thod 

Applying a model of ca.h transfers, Laurent (1970) .ade a 

r~newed effort to e.timate the total volume of eurreney paym~nts in 

the United State. for the period 1867-1967. The cash transfer model 

assu ••• that any given C IJ. r rene y note i. capable of performing a 

total of G payment. during it. lifetime, namely, between the time a 

i s initiall)' and finally withd~awn from circulation. 

Given the average lifetime of a unit of currency (L
t
), the av~ra8~ 

13. This indlr~ct proceedure is n~ee.sary. since Swedish 
withdrawal figur~s ar~ unpybli.hed. 
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Tabl.-.10.3.1 

ESTIMATED CASH WITHDRAWALS AND CIJRRENCY VELOCITY (CASH lOOP METIIOO) 
SW'EOEN 196 S -198 l 

56 
57 
58 
S9 
60 
6 1 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
7 l 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 

Estimat __ d Cash Withdrawals 
(8il. Kr.) 

l l .43 
13 • 12 
l4 • S S 
16.09 
L8.QO 
20.32 
'2. 2. 7 t 
25 .95 
29. 14 
32.39 
34.47 
39. l 3 
47.65 
S 8 • l 5 
67.0L 
8 O .2 l 
95.01 

107.70 
124.57 
140.92 
L58.0S 
172.83 
L87.73 
213.79 
230.42 
246.05 

v-.io~lty of a unit of ~urrency. (V~). is simpiy: 

v~ - G/L r: t: 

Estimat __ d Curr __ n~v 
V __ ll')~i.tv 

(.\-2) 

4.38 
4.78 
S • 18 
S. S8 
5.98 
6.38 
6.78 
7 • 18 
7. S 8 
7.98 
8.05 
8.64 
9.79 

11 .29 
12. 47 
13.83 
l4 .75 
15. .. l 
l 5 • 7 4 
15.82 
15.60 
l S • S 9 
L S • l 3 
15. 37 
L 5 .26 
14.93 

(10.3.2) 

Thus. the number of times a unit of ~urrency turns over in any 

\ 



p~riod t. d~p~nd. upon th~ total number of paym~nt~ that the unit 

year~ the not~ r~mains in circulation betore being withdrawn as 

L
t 

• C 1.5(1 + W ) 
t t t 

wher~ C is th __ average number of notes in circulation. 
t 

(10.3.3) 

I is the 
t 

number of n~wly is~ued notes and W 
t 

is th~ numb~r of notes withdrawn 

from '.::irculation in period t • Laurent that G remain~d 

eons tant over the entire period of study and that it was the 

for all denominations of currency. Given restrictive 

assumptions, Laurent proceeded to estimate the value of G from the 

Equation of Exchange. 

de ... nd 

+ D ·v d 
• P-T 

. t t 

and p - T 

undertaken with the medium 

is the total 

"f exchange. 

(10.3.4) 

is the velocity of 

volume of transacti"ns 

In the absence "f any 

estimates of P-T, Laurent empl"yed the traditionsl assumption "t a 

pr"p"rti"nal relati"n~hip between P-T and GNP. Repre~enting 

(l0.3.5) 
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of by ~xamlning 

corrt!lation of total payments with GNP. He then s~l~ct~d that value 

of O that produced th~ maximum corr~lation. For l ~ 75-

1967. a of 0-129 produced the maximum corrt!1ation, although 

of O ranging 75 and 175 also high 

correlations. 

Applying Laurt!nt's I!!!!timate of 129 incom ... producing ca!!h 

payments to the actual averag~ lifl!!time of SWl!!dish ': 'l r r l!! n r. y 

t!stlmate!! of currenr.y velor.ity by denomination as displayed in Table 

1 .. 
(10.3.2). 

The final r. o l'lmn in Tabll!! (10.3.2) display!! thl!! av~rage 

vt!locity of curr~nr.y cirr.ulation which is d .. riv~d by Wl!!lghting ~ar.h 

d@nomination's velocity by the p~rcl!!ntage of total notes mad@ up by 

that d~nomination. Thl!! oYt!rall averag@ Yl!!loCity of currt!nr.y for" th~ 

p~riod 1956-1980 is 66.25 whir.h implies an average holding period 

for r.urrency of 5.51 day', Thi, latt~r figure apPl!!ars to corrl!!,pond 

more closely to common experience than the significantly longer 

holding period. tnat were e.timated by impo.ing Fi,her's original 

cash loop e.timate. 

The currenc:y velocity time ,eries ~stimated by the Laur~nt 

ca,h tran.fer method reve.l, signifi.cant short term ~rratic 

mov~m~nts, that may in part, be th~ relPJlt of changes in thl!! 

14. The actual average lifetime for e.ch denomination of Swedish 
curr~ncy is found in Tabl~ Al.6 of App~ndix A. These aVl!!rage 
lifetime, were calculated by applying Equation (10.3.3) to data on 
is!!ue, and withdrawal of currency provided by the Banknote Printers 
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Table 10.3.2. 

ESTIMATES OF ClJRRENCY VELOCITY BY DENOMINATION - LAURENT ~ETHOO 

SWEOEN 195~ - 19~0 

Year 1000 100 50 10 5 V 

KR. KR. KR. KR. KR. c 

56 14.95 2.6.26 50.93 61.88 94.37 4 l .21; 
57 13 • 8~ 2.5.87 52. .70 64.48 83.96 42.39 
58 14.47 26.40 51 • SO 55.30 79. 13 40.09 
59 19.47 2.6.76 50.80 59. 13 78.97 4 L. 7 l 
60 18.55 26.70 50.56 58.54 78.54 41. 12 
~ l 21.S0 25.45 49.36 55.49 72.02. 40.43 
62 21. 23 28.20 58~85 61 .32 77.16 45.81 
63 18.94 26.40 '56.2.2. 53.32 72..60 41 .82 
64 18.83 25.86 56.64 54.75 73.40 42.. O 1 
6 S l 7 .49 2.1.7'5 73.60 S l .63 64.57 48.01 
66 l 5 . 2 8 38.49 107.2.5 7~.96 101.97 67.02 
67 16.20 46.79 164.15 124.08 70.30 98.54 
68 18. 13 44.97 113.2.4 80.51 77.53 70. 14 
69 18.00 41 .44 114.98 82.44 78.93 7 l .08 
70 19. O S .. 9.72. 133.90 108.49 97.14 83.58 
7 1 2.1.70 46.45 114.48 86. 15 77.35 70.76 
72. 2.2.69 54.2.9 145.34 112..42 100.91 86.55 
73 22..09 ')0.57 144.97 109.42 92.84 84.2.2 
74 23.69 51.91 149.96 105.20 103.31 84.35 
75 25.60 48.61 147.43 109.33 10~.71 ~J.30 

i6 18.35 ':'6.77 147.9S 113.54 108.94 80.:'\3 
77 30.78 50.34 153.93 107.31 101.76 85.68 
78 37.49 5S.49 155.44 12.2..09 107.52 90. 13 
79 2.9.21 52. .9 '} 157.51 131.02 120.22 86.98 
~O 27.23 52.79 157.29 150.12 114.57 88.85 

phY'1eal charaeter1.t1e. of eurrency. The effeet. of technolog1cal 

change, in the physical characteri.itie. of note. are ignored by hi. 

lIIethodololY' 

employed by the Laurent method. we mod1fy the procedure and e,timate 

the velocity of CIJrrency based entirely on relevant Swedi,h data. 

Association. 
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lO.3.3 

r: IJ ro ro e n r: y 

c"mbine' t h e c o n v e n t i o n a l 1. n <J i g h t, () f r: t',~ r ,) " i_ '1 - 8 -, I I m o l (~ i l l e ro - () r r ) 

cash management model with speeifie infermati"n concerning the 

of currency. The OCMPC model utilize, the 

Laurent proceedure as a point of departure by specifing that the 

c ) velocitv (V 
. i t 

of a particular denomination "f curreney (i) during a 

time interval ( t ) , depends upon the ratio of the total number of 

tran<Jacti"ns (G ) 
it 

that a unit of currency can undertake durtng tt, 

total lifetime and the average lifetime of the unit of curreney 

VC 
• r: / L 

i. I: -it it 
(10.3.6) 

The Laurent cash transfer model, assumed that G was constant 
i t 

over time and för all denolDinati"ns öf C IJ r ren.: y. the 

aetlJal number of transactions that a unit of curreney can undertake 

in it, lifetime depend. upon the phy.ical characteristics of the 

currency it.elf. Paper currency. like other goods. undergoes qua11ty 

changes over a. a result of technological innovatiön. Such 

innovation. 1nc1ude changing composition of the paper itse1f 
15 

as 

well changes in methods of manufacture 
16 

and sizing. Since 

15. For example. varying percentages of cötton ör linen fibers. 
16. In Sweden, the primary method öf manufacture is Möuld made 

currency, exeept for the 5 Kr. note which. is manufactured by a 
Föurdrinier process. The ,i%ing of eurrency in Sweden varie, both 
over time and over denomination. S1%ings inelude: animal glue; 
animal gelatin and melamine. The technical descriptiöns öf Swedish 
notes were made available by the a1ksbank on the basis of data 
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different deno.ination. of currenr.y exhibit diff~rent phy.ical 

ov-.r time, it de.irable to 'J1Jmmarize the.-. 

different characteristics by 90me measure of the phy~ir.al strength. 

Engineering te.t. of curr-.ncy charaeteri.tics ~re perform-.d by ~eans 

of folding te.t. by machine. which repeatedly fold currency under 

controlied conditions until the phy.ical unit display. .ignificant 

deterioration. The number of folds that each deno~ination of 

currency can sustain is recorded by the 8anknote I?rinters 

along with the specification of the equiptm-.nt employed 

to perform these physical characteristics tests. A&Suming that these 

folding tests repre.ent a good proxy for the particular combination 

of phv'Jical characteristics of currency determined by its m-.thod of 

manufacture, its paper weight and compo.ition and its 

a'J a fir'Jt approximation, 

01' i 
r.; • F • 

i t i t 

01 a i 
M 

i t 

we specify that 

where. F
it 

repre.ent. the nu.ber of fold. .ustained 

sizing. then 

(10.3.7) 

by the ith 

denomination of currency at time t on the Mmaehine used to te.t 
it 

the particular deno.inat1on of currency. 01' l and OI'l are technieal 

coefficients that transform engineering performene. into th-. actual 

numb-.r of tran.actions COit)' thet a part iCI.llar denomination of 

currency can 'Ju9tain in i~9 lifetim-.. 

collected by the 8anknote Printers As.ociation. 
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If the fitness standards established by the Central Bank are 

time. note "f a p a r t i c 'l l a r 

denomination depends only upan its use as a m~~ns of payment. and 

this in turn, dep<!nd. upon the denomination size and 

variables 

namely, inr.ome (y). 
t ' 

suggeste<:1 by optimal 

the opportunity eost of using cash (R ); 
t 

the 

and a 

time trend (T ) 
t 

representing secular changes in tran.actions cost •• 

Given these assumptions. 

il' • y 
t 

~3 

T 
t 

~i 'th ro nor ve - nce nel er ~it it 

(10.3.8) 

are directly observable, it i. 

combine equations (10.3.6),(10.3.7) and (10.3.8). in 

a' i • F • 
it 

the "bservable variable L't' 
l _ 

as: 

(10.3.9) 

w h e r e t h e ex p e c t ed • i g n 8 o f t h e c o e f f i c.i e n t s a r e a. f o 11 o w s : 

a' l ') O 

a a I • , 

6 < O 

1:\ I ') O 

,!l I ') i) 

\l' ') i) 

If the ter.hnical tran.formation coefficients depend on1y upon 
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the phy,1cal ~haracteri,tic, that de,cribe any unit of C IJ r r -. n c y , 

then, 

01 1 l .00 1 j and 01' I • 01 a j f"r all and J • 

Equation (10.3.9) can be ~~timated a, the l"g linear function: 

lnL • 01 1 • lnF ... 01" lnM -o' lnD _~I. lnY -~,. lnR -11" lnT "'.U 
it it it t t t t t 

(10.3.10) 

where, )J .~. t ... '*'~ , t . t - l 

and'*' is th-. moving average co-.fficient. 

Equation (10.3.10) wa~ estimated f"r ~h-. period t9'56 1980 

all denominations i, and the r-.,ulting coefficient estimat-.s 

and d-.,criptiv-. statistics ar-. report-.d in Tabl-. tO.3.3. 

Each of the -.stimated r-.gre,sion co-.ffici-.nts has th-. -.Kpect-.d 

sign, ,ugge,ting that the f"ld test pr"cedure~ pr"vide a rea,onabl-. 

proxy for the phy.1cal character1st1~' of ~urrencyt and that the 

int-.n.1ty of currency usage i, inv-.rsely related 

size. The behav10ral parameters implied by the optimal cash 

management model all have the expected ,ign, but do not appeal' to be 

statistically ,1gnificant for denomination specif1c data. 

Giv-.n the -.,timat-.d coeffici-.nts fr"m Equation (l0.3.tO) and 

th-. relationship d~fined by Equation (10.3.11), it is possibl-. to 

d-.riv-. estimate, of the number of cash transfer, that a Ilni t of 

currency can undertake during its lifetime (G
1t

), 



C 
lnF 
lnM 
lnD 
InY 
lnR 
lnT 

4> 

R - s '1 IJ a r @ ~ 

:n 

Tabl@ 10.3.3 

R E O R E S S lON ESTIMATES Q F E O Il A T ! O N (1 1).). l i) ) 

1956 - 1980 
D@p@n~ent Vari~bt@ lnL

it 

COEFFICIENT STANDARD ERlt.OR T-STATIST!C 

-2.L1221L!3 7.4290079 -1).2843195 
0.5764733 0.3187020 1.8088163 
0.8493321 0.3781024 2.2463020 
0.3017744 0.0151701 19.8927240 

-0.3739506 0.5081710 -0.7358756 
-0.2306132 0.2033508 -1.1340658 
-0.2487866 2.4067961 -0.1033684 

0.8215650 0.0942971 8.71n145 

0.858189 Mean ()f ~@pt!n~t!nt val:' 

AdjlJsted R-sqIJart!~ 0.849704 S . D • ()f ~t!pt!nd@nt var 

S . E. ()f regressi()n 1).266772 S '.1 m "f s '1 'Ja r e~ r'!sid 

0.837647 

0.688124 

8.326574 

DlJrbin-Wats()n stat 1.994698 F-statistic 10 l . 1:.86 

01' Ola 

O • F • !of 
it: 1t it 

(l0.3.11) 

and an estimate "f the veIo~ity of ~lJrrency (vr:. ) 
i t: • 
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~, 

T 
t 

The estimated lifetime of each note denomination 1s 

in Figure (10.3.l). 

(10.3.12) 

di,played 

AS expeeted. the average note lifetime increases with 

denomination. The smallest denomination, (10 Kr. and 5 Kr.) have an 

average lifetime of les, than a year during the lat ter period. owing 

the Sverige, Rik,bank', policy of automatir.ally de,troying ,yeh 

notes when they are returned to the bank in order to eeonomize on 

the eo,t, of ,orting. The average lifetime of the 1000 Kr. note ha. 

deereased from over eight years at the beginning of the period to 

just over three years during the early 19~0',. All denomination, 

show an increase in average lifeti1Jles 1n 1975, when a 

technologically superior notes where introdu~ed. 

(10.3.2) displays the e.t1mated veloc1ty of currency 

for each denomination. Every denomination reveal. an inerease 

estimated veloclty. with the .o.t pronounced increases occurring in 

17 
the s.aller deno.lnation note •• 

On the of the.e 
A,.. 

specific estilllates. 

weighted f Vavera.e. o it' Lit and G
it 

have been con.tructed for the 

Swedish currency supply. and the,e final estimates are presented in 

T<lble (10.3.4). 

Table (10.3.4) reveal, that the average velocity of currency 

inreased more than fourfold over the pa,t twenty five year9. In the 

17. The nUlllerical values of the e,timates of 
are displayed in Tables A1.7 -Al.9 of Appendix A. 

~Vcl 

t • 

'\ 

\ 
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Tabl~ 10.3.4 

ESTIMATEO VALUES OF CU~RENCY VELOCITY, AVERAGE LIFETIME AND LtFE PAYMEI 
OCMPC MonEL 

Year Ve L G 
t t t 

56 26.26 4.39 115.29 

57 27.84 4. 1 7 1L6.2L 
58 29.40 4. 12 L21.14 
;9 29.71 4. 18 124.40 
60 31. 85 4.02 128.11 
6 l 32.90 3.93 129.35 
62 33.66 4.00 134.76 
63 :n .84 4.06 137.44 
64 37.65 3.79 142.73 
65 39.91 3.52 140.40 
66 43.31 3. 32 143.88 
67 44.28 3.38 149.63 
68 46.01 3 .31 152.21 
69 48.(1) 1.07 147.S6 
10 S l .64 2.91 1;0.28 
1 t ; 3.7 '2 3.02 162.14 
12 52.77 3. 09 162.80 
7'3 ;6.68 2.99 169.3':-
14 64.15 2 .74 17S.6; 
75 10.89 3 . (1) 2;5.05 
76 13.26 3.33 243.61 
17 83.01 2. 93 242.91 
18 84.78 2. 83 239.98 
79 90.22 2. 63 231.00 
80 105.11 2.44 256.31 
8 l 112.86 2. SO 282.60 
82 112.80 2. 36 266.33 

mid 19S0'., the ay~raae noldina p~riod b~twe~n transactions wa. two 

we~k •• wh~rea. by 1982. th~ nolding p~riod nad fallen to tnree day •• 

Tne aver~ge currency velocity over tne entire per1~d is ;6.2 

turnovers per year, implying an ov~rall average holding p~riod ~f 

6.~ days. Table (10.3.5) di.play. tne estimated average nolding 

period. by d~no.ination for .elected year •• 

Tne OCMPC ~.timate. 9uga~.t tnat ov~r tn~ p~riod und~r .tudy. 
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Table 10.1.5 

ESTIMATED AVERAGE CURRENCY HOlnING PERIOD ~y nE~OMINATInN 

1956 

19.132 

19S6-19~2 

1000 Kr. 

24.7 

7 . .13 

14.9 

100 Kr. 

12 • 1 

'3.9 

7 • S 

SO Kr. 

10. O 

3.2 

6.0 

10 Kr. 

6.2 

2.0 

1.7 

:. Kr. 

5,0 

l .6 

1.0 

1000 Kr. note5 turned over approximately once every two weeks 

the small denomination bills turned over once about every 

The foregoing estimate9 of c1jrrency velocity, and ~he 

published statistics on the stock of currency in the hands of the 

public, enable u, tO calculate the final estimate of total cash 

paylllent, in Sweden. Filure (10.3.3) di.plays the growth of currency 

out,ide of bank •• and Filure (10.3.4) ,how, the corre,ponding 

increa.e in eash paylllent, for the period 1956 - 19~2. 

De.pite the con.iderable develop_ene of an automated payments 

it appear. that earlier of a 

"cashle,," society are wide of the mark. 80th the stock of currency 

in the hand' of the publiC. and the volume of payment' 

with currency have increased ,ignif1cantly over the period under 

'tudy. Moreover, the increa,e in currency holding' and payments i9 

not ,imply the re,ult of ri,ing prices. As displayed in Figures 
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(10.3.5) and (10.3.6), cash balanee, as well as cash have 

~l,o increased in real terms, although to a le" e,tent. 

e,tlmate, 

that: 

c· vc • C& + T. T·.\ + T. (l + .\). T (l0.3.13) 

lt is po,sible to derive an e,timate of 1 a" 

.t .• 
<: • 

~ ... 
V -

) - l 00.3.14) 
T 

The estimated value of ca~h withdrawal, eT) i' di,played in 

(10.3.7) and 

derived from the OCMP<: model is in F i 8'J r e (!0.3.~). 

vo I'Jme o f cash withdrawal, 

,ecularly, the e,timated cash loop decline. from 1956 1972 and 

Two feat'Jres of the cash loop estimate merit 

attention. estimated cash loop is 

con,iderably larger then what .ight have been expected froM Fi,her', 

observation, in the early 1900',. The current estimate ,ugge,t, that 

currency circulate, between six and fourteen ti.es before being 

Second, it appear, ehat the cash. loop is by no mean, 

con,tant, had been a.,umed by <:ramerel98Z1 and 8oesehoten and 

Fa,ee 1984). Indeed. both institutionai and economic 

rea,ons to believe that the ca,h loop is likely to be variable. A 

po"ible institutional explanation for the ,ecular decline in the 
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cash loop durinI th~ ~arly period of analysis is th~ growth of giro 

Figur~s (10.1.9) and (10.3.10) nllmb __ r giro 

aCcolJnt s and nlJlllbe r giro payment,. 80th 

considerably during this p~riod. A growing "banking h'!bit" might 

well l~ad to ~fforts to I!conomize on curr~ncy holding' by d~positing 

cash more rapidly in deposits, particularly, when ,ueh d~poSits can 

earn an interest yield. What is surprising abolJt th~ cash loop 

estimate is the rl!versal in this I!xpl!~ted downward trend, despit~ 

the fact that both th __ number of giro account, and th~ of 

giro paym~nts continued to increase. 

Moreover, i t is during the 1970's, that Sweden witnes,ed the 

growth of wage and salary accounts, as firms, in increasing 

p'lid wages and salari~s dir~ctly into giro linked accounts rather 

than P'lY by cash or check. The transition to wage and salary 

aCcolJnt \,,-,yment s, no changed the payment habits "f o:he 

public, as more and more individuals became accustomed to the giro 

of transfers. ~rior to this transition, giro account, wher~ 

held primari1y by business and public see tor aleneies. 

The reversal of the downward trend in the cash milht 

therefore .ilna1 the inereased use of currency in the underlround 

eeonoay. a. the number of direct transactions bl!tween 

withdrawal of cash from monetary institutions and their subs~quent 

r~d~posit, increased dramatically. 8y 1982, the av~rall! unit 

C'Jrr~nc,! was IJsed for purchasing goods and assets almost fourt~en 

times b~tween withdrawal and deposit, wh~reas th~ cash loop had 

fall~n to six. such purchases a decade ~arli~r. A f'.lller 

investilation of this hypothesis must awatt our ~fforts to apply the 
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Summarv of the Cash ~avmenrs Estimat'!s 

The foregoing sections have reviewed several the 

have been 
c 

employed to estimate currency payments and V !n 

Table (10.3.6). we summarize the estimated volume of cash paylllent' 

in Sweden, ba.ed on each of the three procedure' de,cribed. 

Figure, (10.3.11) and (10.3.12 display the estimate, of 

currency ve10city and implied average holding that 

from each of the procedure, described above. 

The from the three methods, display import4nt 

,. 
disparitie' with respect to both the size and growth path of V-o It 

is therefore necessary to seleet, for further analysis, that set of 

estimates in which have The 3imple 

Fisher cash loop method as utilized by Cramer (1982) and Boescho~en 

and Fase (1984) is rejected, since it relies entirely on a cash loop 

that is arbitrarily assumed to be eons tant at a value of two since 

.the early twentieth century. The second procedure for e.tiaating 

cash p.y •• nt. 1n Sveden require. the assumption of a fixed nu.ber of 

total lif.tia. invariant denomination, time and 

country. 

The final OMCPC estimates are preferred. in so far a, they: 

1) require t~e lea't re'trictive assumptions; 

2 ) ar'!" b~!led on a well accepted theoretic:al ft'alll'!"work 

describing the dellland for monetary transactions; 

3) take direct of innovation, in the technology of 

currenc:y production, and 
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Year 

56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
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Table 10.3.6 

ALTERNATIVE ESTIMATES OF SWEDISH CASH PAYMENTS 

Currency Held 
By Public 

5.22 
5.49 
5.62 
5.77 
6.02 
6.37 
6.70 
7.23 
7.69 
8. 12 
8.56 
9.06 
9.73 

10.30 
10.75 
Il .60 
12.88 
13.98 
15.83 
17.82 
20.26 
22. 1 7 
2.4.82 
27.82 
30.19 
32.96 
35.36 

Estimated Cash Pavments 
Cash Loop Laurent OCMPC 

(l • 2) (G = 129) 

22.86 215.38 137.36 
26.2.4 232.72 153.12 
29.10 225.31 165.34 
32. 19 240.67 171.70 
35.99 247.54 191.99 
40.63 257.54 209.92 
45 .42 306.93 225.83 
51 .90 302.36 245.16 
58.28 323.06 290.01 
64.80 389.84 324.53 
68.94 573.69 371.19 
78.26 892.77 401.72 
95.31 682.46 448.37 

116.30 732.12 494.94 
134.01 898.49 555.54 
160.43 820.82 623.95 
190.02 1114.76 680.96 
215.39 1177.40 793.48 
249.14 1335.26 1017.37 
281.83 1484.41 1265.19 
316.10 1627.49 1486.73 
345.67 1899.53 1842.27 
375.46 2237.03 2106.93 
427.59 2419.78 2513.03 
460.83 2682.38 3175.78 
492.10 N.A. 3722.51 

N.A. N.A. 3986.18 

4) are based entirely on Swedish data. 

Figure (10.3.13) displays the final estimate of 
c 

V • based on 

the OCMCP method. The velocity of currency increases secularly. with 

the lat ter period showing faster growth than the earlier period. 

The velocity of currency can be decomposed into two sepatate 
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multiplicative components, namely the loop turnovers per year, and 

the withdrawals per year. Figure (10.3.14) displays these components 

which are derived by dividing both sides of equation (10.3.13) by 

the stock of currency (C). The decline in the cash loop during the 

early part of the period is more than offset by the increase in the 

frequency of withdrawals. whereas, during the lat ter part of the 

period, withdrawals become stationary, as loop frequency increases 

substantially. 

Given the foregoing estimates of withdrawals. and loop 

transactions, i t is now possible to estimate the total vol~me of 

currency payments from both the credit and debit perspectives 

defined in the payments matrix of Table 10.2.2. The sum of credits 

to the currency account equals cash loop payments plus withdrawals 

ec g 
+ T). whereas the sum of debits to the currency account is equal 

to cash loop payments plus deposits (C
g 

+ rr). Deposits (rr) can be 

estimated as follows: 

rr • T + c::r.C (10.3.15) 

since the change in currency in the hands of the public, 

c::r.C "" rr - T (10.3.16) 

The final time series estimates of T, and for 

Sweden are presented in Table (10.3.7). 
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Table 10.3.7 

FINAL WITHDRAWALS z DEPOSITS z AND CA<;H PAYMENTS (B il . Kr. ) 
Sweden 1956 - 1982 

YEAR CASH CASH Cg CASH 
WITHDRAWALS DEPOSITS PAYMENTS 

56 11.43 Il .69 125.93 137.36 
57 13. 12 13.39 140.01 153.12 
58 14.55 14.68 150.78 165.34 
59 16.09 16.24 155.61 171.70 
60 18.00 18.25 174.00 191.99 
61 20.32 20.67 189.61 209.92 
62 22.71 23.04 203.12 225.83 
63 25.95 26.48 219.21 245.16 
64 29. 14 29.60 260.87 290.01 
65 32.39 32.82 292.13 324.53 
66 34.47 34.91 336.72 371.19 
67 39. 13 39.63 362.59 401.72 
68 47.65 48.32 400.72 448.37 
69 58. 15 58.72 436.79 494.94 
70 67.01 67.46 488.53 555.54 
7 1 80.21 81 .06 543.74 623.95 
72 95.01 96.29 585.95 680.96 
73 107.70 108.80 685.79 793.48 
74 124.57 126.42 892.80 1017.37 
7S 140.92 142.91 1124.27 1265.19 
76 158.05 160.49 1328.68 1486.73 
77 172.83 174.74 1669.44 1842.27 
78 187.73 190.38 1919.20 2106.93 
79 213.79 216.79 2299.24 2513.03 
80 230.42 232.79 2945.37 3175.78 
81 246.05 248.82 3476.46 3722.51 
82 277.93 2.80.33 3708.25 3986.18 
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10.4 The Estimation of Bank Payments 

10.4.1 The Bank Pavments Svstem 

The banking sec:tor in Sweden is c:omposed of fO'Jrteen 

commercial banks, twelve cooperative banks and approximately 200 

savings banks. These banks in turn, have a network of some 3800 

branches scattered throughout Sweden. The four largest commercial 

banks account for about 85% of bank deposits. 

During the 1950's, the banks established the Bank Giro (BG) 

in order to compete more effectively with the Postal payments 

system. Today, all banks participate in the payment transfer 

services provided by the BG, and it is the payments effec:ted through 

the BG which are reported in the published statistics. A payment 

transaction effec:ted through a bank is normally undertaken either by 

writing a check or by transferring funds through giro accounts. 

Chec:ks a>:e most of ten used by individuals, whereas firms tend to 

rely more heavily on giro 
l 

transfers. Prior to the establishment of 

the BG. bank payments were made exclusively by checks or cashier'g 

chec:ks which were cleared through apaper based system of inter-bank 

and intra-bank settlements. Since 1975, a computerized system of 

c:learings has been established through the BG. The BG now reports 

each banks' net position to the Riksbank, and the Riksbank, in turn, 

effec:ts the final interbank settlements. 

l. For a detailed description of the institutionai arrangements 
of bank c:learing, see, Pavment Systems in Eleven Developed 
Countries, Bank for International Settlements, February 1980. 
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The Bank Giro is essentially a system for the transfer of funds 

between bank ac:c:ounts. The system ac:c:ommodates the same type of 

services as the Post Giro, namely, inpayments, outpayments and 

transfers. 

The only published data that exists in Sweden on bank payments 

are those reported by the BG. The BG now regularly reports its total 

volume of turnovers, representing the sum of inpayments, outpayments 

and transfers effected via the BG. These payment data begin in 1960, 

but represent only a portion of the total payments effected through 

system. As the BG grew over time, an inc:reasing the banking 

proportion of total bank payments were effected through the giro 

system. The estimation of total bank payments effected the 

entire banking system therefore presents some unique diffic:ulties. 

Particularly, if one wishes to construct a series of bank payments 

that includes years prior to, during, and af ter the establishment of 

the Bank Giro (BG). No published data are available on the volume of 

bank payments prior to the establishment of the BG, nor are there 

any data series on payments effected by demand deposits that are 

cleared within or directly between banks. The problem then, is to 

construct a series of bank payments that reflects transactions 

undertaken w:ith demand deposits prior to the establishment of the 

BG, as well as estimates of transactions not included in the 

published BG data. 

As discussed in section (lO.2), bank payments can be measured 

as the sum of credits to bank accounts or as the sum of debit 

payments. Representing credit pavments by (CP
b

) and debit payments 
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r.p = B + B + B + B 
~ b n r w d 

00.4.1) 

DP • B + B b o r 
(10.4.2) 

where: 

B = inpayments to bank demand deposit accounts. 
n 

B = outpayments from bank demand deposit accounts. 
o 

B • transfer payments between bank accounts effected 
r 

BG. 

by the 

B • transfer payments between accounts within a bank effected 
w 

by the bank. 

Bd • transfer payments effected between banks or branches by 

the bank. 

Prior to the establishment of the BG, all fund transfers 

between bank accounts were undertaken by the banks themselves, and 

such transfers consisted of within bank transfers (B ) . w' and between 

bank transfers Upon establishment of the BG, more and more 

clearings were effected via the BG, and correspondingly fewer 

transfers were effected by the banks themselves. Since no data are 
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publicly collected on the size of B
w 

and Bd' these data must either 

be obtained from the historical internal records of individual 

banks, or alternatively. estimated by more indirect means. 

10.4.2 The Estimation of Within and Between Bank Transactions 

The estimation of B 
w 

and for Sweden, is based on an 

extensive survey conducted by the author, of confidential 

information on the amounts of within and between bank transfers 

IJndertaken by the four major commercial banks . 2 ln the Netherlands. 

The estimation of Swedish within and between bank payments, based on 

data for the Netherlands, is justified by the remarkable 

similarities between the financial institutions of the two 

countries. 80th Holland and Sweden have a dominant Post Giro system, 

and a recently established Bank Giro system. In the Netherlands. the 

Bankgirocentral (BGG) was established in 1967 , and fulfills 

essentially the same functions as the Swedish BG. The share of total 

demand deposits of the four largest banking institutions in the 

Netherlands was approximately 857. during the mid 1970's compared 

with 877. for Sweden. 
3 

In short, the experience of the Netherlands' 

banking system in adapting to the introduction of the BGG is taken 

as a useful model for retroactively estimating the responses of the 

Swedish banking system to the growth of the BG. Given the 

2. The author gratefully acknowledges the cooperation of the 
AMRO, ABN, NMB and RA BO banks of the Netherlands in providing this 
information. 

3. See the chapter entitled « The Role and Functioning of Large 
Deposit Banks" in Banking Systems Abroad Inter-Bank Research 
Organization 1978. 
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similarities of both financial systems, and the common experience of 

a structural shift in institutional arrangements, it is possible to 

generate a Swedish payment series for Sw and Bd based on available 

data from the Netherlands. 

On the basis of the Netherlands survey, a time series, 

covering 1970 1981, was constructed of the ratio of payments 

between banks to total deposits in Holland This ratio 

reflects non-SGG transfer payments effected directly by the four 

largest banks. In order to model the temporal path of this ratio, it 

was assumed, that between bank payments (outside of the bank giro) 

would decline with the size of the Sank Giro (SGG) and with its 

growth (oBGG). Thus; 

BGG + (X~ Q SGG + e 00.4.3) 

where the expected signs of the coefficients are: 

(X'" O 

Equation (10.4.3) was estimated for the period 1971 -1981 and 

the estimated coefficients and descriptive statistics are reported 

in Table (10.4.1) 

The estimated coefficients have the expected signs. suggesting 
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Table 10.4.1 

REGRESSION ESTIMATES FOR BETWEEN BANK TRANSFERS 

1971 1981 

Dependent Variable 

Based on Confidential Data for the Four Largest Dutch Banks 

-- ........................ -..... --..................... -........... . 
COEFFICIENT STANDARD ERROR T-STATISTIC 

===- •••• ==.================.-========= ••••• ============-_.=.===-=.-. 
C 

BGC 
oBGC 

6.1527340 
-0.0064988 
-0.0158471 

0.4233305 
0.0017055 
0.0076565 

14.534116 
-3.8104566 
-2.0697542 

••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ ••••••• _- •• - •••••••••••••••••• === ••••••••• 

R-sqlJared 0.814457 Mean of dependent var 4.189039 
Adjusted R-squared 0.768071 S • D. of dependent var 1.781129 
S. E. of regression 0.857774 Sum of squared resid 5.886211 
Durbin-Watson stat 1.465345 F-statistic 17.55832 
•• =======.== ••••• ======.==== ••••••• a ••••••••• == ••••••• _=_.=_= ..... . 

that the ratio of between bank payments to deposits declines with 

the size and growth of the Bank Giro system. Given the estimated 

coefficients. it is possible to calculate the forecast values of Bd 

for Sweden. by applying the estimated coefficients to the Swedish 

data on bank giro turnover. The estimated series is displayed in 

Figure (10.4.1). As the Bank Giro grew to incorporate the entire 

banking system, the ratio of between bank payments directly effected 

throllgh the banks to demand deposits, declined throughout the 

period. 

A similar methodology was used to obtain an estimate of the 

transfers effected within banks. The within bank transfers in the 

Netherland's four largest banks <Bh) were regressed on the total . w 
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stock of demand deposits (D), the size of the bank giro CBGC) and 

the growth in the bank giro (oBGC). The regression estimates are 

displayed in Table (10.4.2). 

Table 10.4.2 

REGRESSION ESTIMATES FOR WITHIN BANK TRANSFERS 

1971 -1981 

Sased on Confidential Data from the Four Largest Outch Banks 

Dependent Variable is 

COEFFICIENT STANDARD ERROR T-STATISTIC .......... -........................................................ . 
D 

BGC 
oBGC 

9.2451138 
0.1521178 

-0.2009504 

0.5823752 
0.0465584 
0.1771485 

15.874840 
3.2672442 

-1.1343614 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

R-squared 0.950730 Mean of dependent var 233.0000 
Adjusted R-s'l'Jared 0.938412 S • O. of dependent var 76.33865 
S • E • of regression 18.94490 Sum of squared resid 2871.272 
Ourbin-Watson stat 1.690232 F-statistic 77.18477 
= ••• ==== •••••••••••••• ==.==- •••••••. ==== •• === ••••• =-==._.-=-=.-.=--.. 

In order to obtain estimates of B for Sweden, 
w 

the estimated 

regression coefficients were applied to the Swedish data on the 

dependent variables, and the resulting series is displayed in Figure 
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These estimates indicate that within 

grew pari passu with the growth of overall deposits. 

bank transfers 

10.4.3 Estimation of Bank Inpavments. Outpayments and Transfers 

Published data on the Bank Giro refer to the total volume of 

turnovers in 
5 

the Bank Giro system. The total volume of turnovers 

consists of the inpayments. outpayments and transfers effected by 

the Bank Giro. This total turnover series was decomposed into its 

6 
separate components. and the resulting time series for each type 

of payment are displayed in Figure ( l O • 4 .3) along with the 

previously estimated series for within and between bank transfers. 

Figures (10.4.4) and (10.4.5) respectively display the total 

of bank payments, measured from the credit and the debit 

perspectives. The credit payments measure exceeds that of the debit 

measure because the estimated volume of bank inpayments exceeds that 

of bank outpayments. 

Figure ( 10.4.6) displays the fraction of estimated credit 

pavments made up by each of the components. In the period prior to 

4. Appendix B.1 discusses the conceptual discontinuities in the 
Swedish published data on demand deposits and describes the 
adjustments to the published series which were required in order to 
derive a conceptually consistent set of inter-temporal observations 
on demand deposits. 

5. The statistics relating to the Bank Giro are to be found in 
various issues of the Statistisk arsbok in the Credit Market 
section. Data are reported on the number of Bank Giro accounts and 
the number and value of total turnover payments. 

6. The Bank for International Settlements cites a breakdown of 
total bank giro turnover into its components for the vear 1977 in 
Pavment Systems in Eleven Developed Countries ibid. p 211. The 
estimated value of inpayments. outpayments and transfers are derived 
by applying the 1977 percentages of each of the components to the 
published turnover totals for other years. 
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the establishment of the Bank Giro, approximately 401. of payments 

were effected by between bank transfers and 601. of payments were 

within bank transfers. With the establishment of the Bank Giro, the 

fraction of total credit payments made up by these direct bank 

transfers continued to decline, as giro transfers and giro 

outpayments grew rapidly. 
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LO.5 Estimation of Post Giro Pavments 

The published data on Postal Giro a~~ounts is more complete 

than that for the Bank Giro. Time series data are available on the 

size of Post Giro deposits, but these require adjustment in order to 

~onstru~t a ~on~eptually ~onsistent 
7 

series. 

Published data on Post Giro turnover and its ~omponents are 

also re~dily available, but these series also require adjustments in 

order to avoid the double counting that occurs in some of the 

published series. It is also necessary to eliminate the sizable 

volume of governmental inter-agency transfers which are effected 

through the Post Giro 
8 

system. On~e these various adjustments to 

the raw data have been undertaken, it is possible to derive the 

total credit and debit measures of postal giro payments. The 

~omponents of adjusted giro turnover are displayed in Figure 

(10.5.1) and the estimated value of Post Giro credit payments are 

displayed in Figure (lO.5.2). 

7. AppendiX B.2 des~ribes the adjustments required for the Post 
Giro data on deposits in order to a~~ount for the shifting of 
interest bearing postal a~counts to the PK Bank during 1974. 

8. AppendiX B.2 displays the published series and explains the 
adjustments undertaken in order to obtain a ~onceptually ~onsistent 

time series. 
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lO.6.Derivation and Analvsis of Total Pavments in Sweden 

On the basis of the analysis undertaken in the prec~ding 

sections. it is now possible to derive both the credit and debit 

measures of total payments in Sweden as described in the 

payments 

payments 

(MV) 
c 

matrix 

{ [MV )} 
c 

of Section l O • 2 • The credit measure 

is given by: 

and the total volume of debit payments {[MV]d} is given by: 

[MV]d = C
g 

+ rr + P + P + B + B + B + B 
o r o r w n 

Figure (10.6.1) displays the credit measure of total 

aggregate 

of total 

payments 

in Sweden as the sum of currency, post giro, and bank payments. The 

fraction of Sweden's total credit p.yments made up by each of the 

constituent components is displayed in Figure 00.6.2). Bank 

payments are seen to represent less than 15% of total payment 

credits in Sweden, whereas Post Giro payments account for more than 

40% of total payments over the period of study. Cash payments exceed 

even postal payments as a percent of total payments during the mid 

1960's and again in the post 1975 period. As revealed by Figure 

(LO.6.2), the establishment of the bank giro system resulted in a 

transfer of total payments from the postal system to the banks. 

Between 1967 and 1972. the post giro payments appear to have become 

better substitutes for cash payments as reflected in the growth of 

( 10.6 

( 10.6 
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the former at the expense of the latter. This tendenc::y of 

substitution of postal payments for cash payments was reversed af ter 

1972, as cash payments appear to have reasserted their dominant role 

in the Swedish payments system. 

Figures (10.6.3) and (10.6.4) display the final estimates of 

Sweden's money supply and its composition. The money supply is 

composed exclusively of those assets which do the work of "money", 

namely, to function as a final medium of exchange. The largest 

component of Sweden's money supply consists of the stock of 

currency. Since the establishment of the bank giro, checkable and 

giro transferable demand deposits at the banks represent the second 

largest component of the money stock, with giro transferable postal 

deposita representing the smallest component. A comparison of the 

payments estimates in Figures (10.6.1 and 10.6.2) with those of the 

stocks of money, [Figures (10.6.3 and 10.6.4») reveals that monetary 

stocks are not an acc'Jrate indicator of the flows of payments 

generat ed by the stocks. Indeed. the relative volume of payments 

effected by the different exchange media are determined principally 

by relative differences in the turnover of each payment medium. 

The aggregate payment velocity of money is displayed in Figure 

( l O • 6 • 5 ) , and Figure (10.6.6) correspondingly shows the average 

estimated yearly velocity for each medium of exchange. Bank demand 

deposits, which since 1960, have ex<::eeded postal deposits, 

nevertheless, effe<::t a <::onsiderably smaller per<::entage of 

payments, due to their lower average velocity. Postal 

deposits, representing the smallest component of the money 

total 

demand 

supply, 

nevertheless. effect a substantial percentage of total payments. 
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owing to th~ sizabl~ turnov~r on th~s~ deposits. 

The pr~viously described shift of currency payments to postal 

paym~nts that o<::<::urred during th~ late 1960's and early 70's, 

r~sulted from an increase in the velocity of postal payments, rat her 

than from a shift of curr~ncy into postal ac<::ounts. This period in 

Sweden's financial history is marked by the establishment of giro 

linked wage and salary accounts. Wages and salaries, previouslv paid 

in cash, were now directly deposited in the newly established wage 

and salary accounts. Although this structural shift is partially 

reflected in the decline in the currency supply and corresponding 

increases in both post and bank demand balances, the major impa<::t 

appears to have come through an increase in the frequency of use of 

the postal giro a<::counts. 

During the period of study, currency remained the largest 

<::omponent of the total money supply, and also served to effe<::t 

between 40 - 507. of Swedish payments. The post giro demand accounts, 

which comprise the smallest fraction of the monetary stock, 

nevertheless effected more than 407. of all payments as a result of 

the significantly higher turnover on these giro a<::counts. Bank 

demand deposits, comprising almost 307. of the nation's money supply. 

nevertheless, effected only 107. of the nation's total payments. 

In summary. Swedish payments during the period 1956 -1982 

increased approximately twenty five fold. This increase in total 

payments resulted from a tenfold increase in the total supply of 

money, and a two and a half fold increase in the average payment 

velocity of money. 

The former lack of estimates of any nation's total payments, 
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has significantly effected the course of empirical work in monetary 

economics. Despite the fact that virtually all theoretical models of 

money demand are based on a transactions theory, empirical 

applications of the theory have resorted to expedient of using 

income as a proxy variable for transactions (or more correctly, 

payments). The ready availability of national accounts estimates of 

national income and product, and the absence of corresponding 

payments estimates, has made this practice almost universal. One 

corollary of this practice has been the attention given to "income" 

velocity rather than to "payment" velocity. 

defined as, 

V ;s 
y 

p • v 
----~--

M 

Figures (10.6.7) and (10.6.8) display 

Income velocity 

(10.3.4) 

estimates of 

(V ) 
y 

is 

Sweden's 

income velocity and its components. During the period of study, 

income velocity fluctuated between five and seven turnovers per 

year, whereas overall payments velocity increased from fort y to one 

hundred turnovers per year. 

Figure (10.6.9) displays the ratio of the payment velocity to 

income velocity. This ratio is of considerable importance, since 

most modern monetary analysis implicitly assumes a proportional 

relationship between total payments and income, or equivalently, 

that payment velocity is a constant multiple of income 
9 

velocity. 

9. For example. 
run demand for money 

Lars Jonung (1978) attempts to analyse the long 
in Sweden, on the basis of a model suggested by 
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Wicksell (1902) whieh elearly speeifies "transactions" (payment) 
velocity as the critical variable. Yet Jonung's entire empirical 
analysis is based on estimates of "income" velocity. Jonung follows 
an empirical tradition whieh is well established in the works of 
Friedman; Meltzer; Goldfeld; Laidler; Myhrman and the present 
author. This empirical tradition of substituting ineome veloeity for 
payment velocity has survived despite repeated predictive failures 
of estimated money demand funetions, solely, because of the lack of 
data on the total volume of payments. 
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Persson 
10 (1979). recognized that the" difference between theory and 

results might be the consequence of GNP being an inappropriate proxy 

value for the volume of transactions". In an effort to correct this 

long standing problem, he estimated Swedish money demand functions 

based on internal data on post giro and bank giro total turnover 

statistics. His measure of total "transactions" understated total 

payments by the exclusion of currency payments, and overstated total 

payments by failing to net out double counting that is implicit in 

the aggregate of turnover 
. . 11 

stat~st~cs. Despite the shortcomings of 

Persson's estimate of transactions, his estimated demand functions. 

based on a transactions, rather than an income scale variable, 

resulted in empirical estimates that correspond more closely to 

their expected theoretical values. 

The finding, [Figure (10.6.9)] that the ratio of payment to 

income velocity is not constant, suggests that the new1y estimated 

series of total payments should be used as the appropriate scale 

variable in the estimation of money demand functions for Sweden. 

Such money demand functions will be conceptually consistent with the 

theoretica1 specifications from which they are derived. 

The foregoing calculations all utilized the credit measure of 

total payments displayed in Figure (10.6.1). As shown in section 

10.2, total payments can also be estimated as total debits to the 

accounts of each medium of exchange. Figure (10.6.1) displays the 

10. Persson. T. "Alternative 
Demand Equations: A Note on the 
International Studies. University 

Il. See the Payment Matrix 
procedure. 

Transactions Variables in Money 
Baumol-Tobin Theory" Institute for 
of Stockholm. 
(Table 10.2.3) for the correct 
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percentage discrepancy between the total credit and the total debit 

estimate of total payments in Sweden. The discrepancy between the 

two measures is never more than 2% of the total credit payment 

estimate, although the discrepancy measure reveals that the credit 

measure of total payments exceeded the debit measure in all years 

af ter 1960. Use of the debit measure of total payments will not 

substantively change any of the foregoing conclusions. 
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11.1 The Estimation of Total Transactions 

Given the estimate of the total volume of payments in the 

Swedish '!conomy (MV), w'! now s'!'!k to '!xamine th'! other sid'! of the 

coin, namely. the total vo1ume of transactions (PT). The guiding 

conceptua1 framework is Fisher's '!quation of '!xchange: 

(11.1.1) 

Th'! importanc'! of this apparently simpl'! identity aris'!s from 

its emphasis that in a monetary economy, a monetary payment is the 

other side of ev'!ry trade. Having d'!compos'!d th'! mon'!tary payments 

into the stock of the medium of exchange and its total turnover, it 

is now nec'!ssary to find an appropriat'! decomposition of th'! right 

hand side of equation (11.1.1) so that it can be estimat'!d 

'!mpirica1ly. 

The aggregative persp'!ctive of macro'!conomic ana1ysis 

suggests the usefu1ness of a final decomposition of transactions 

into its price and vo1ume of trade components. As an intermediate 

step, we se'!k a decomposition that ful1y r'!f1'!cts th'! dual natur'! of 

a monetary economy. That is. to identify and estimate all 

transactions that involv'! '!xchang'!s of something for money. 

Conventiona1 national accounting approaches surprising1y ignore the 

'!quation of exchang'! id'!ntity, d'!spit'! th'! fact that it offers a 

high l'!ve1 constraint on the measurement of '!conomic activity 

involving both th'! transactions flows r'!lated to current production 

and the transaction f10ws r'!lated to asset exchanges. Few wou1d 
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question the usefulness of the 

for 

Keynesian 

organizing 

income- expenditure 

identity as a powerf'll tool and cross checking 

information on economic activity concerned with current production 

and the factor incomes generated by the production process. The 

of equation of exchange identity, similarly offers a means 

estimating and analysing total economic activity from t'he dual 

perspective of monetary payments on the one hand, and real goods and 

asset transactions on the other. The transactions perspective has 

been elaborated and refined over the last half century. Perhaps the 

time has come to give similar attention to the payments perspective, 

and more importantly. to reap the empirical and analytic harvest 

that is envisioned from a general merger of the payments perspective 

with its mature transaction bedfellow. 

A natural decomposition of transactions would follow the 

taxonomic categories 

frameworks that are 

particular, National 

established by the national accounting 

in place in many countries. In already 

Income and Product Accounts (NIPA) summarize 

final transactions in n~wly produced domestic goods and services. 

'whereas the Input Output Accounts (IOP) summarize intermediate 

transactions. Income and Outlay Accounts (IOL) by sectors incl'lde 

both final good s and services transactions as well as net sector 

transfer payments. The Balance of Payment Accounts (BOP) summarize 

transactions for foreign goods. services and assets. Some countries 

have estimated Flow of Funds (FOF) accounts that summarize net 

transaction flows in all existing assets. Broadly following existing 

practice. we can decompose PT such that; 
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PT • (Pt)f 

where: 

(Pt)f • transactions for final good s and services. 

(pt). • intermediate transactions. 
l 

(pt) • transfer payments. 
r 

(Pt)F = financial transactions. 

(pt) • transactions in the underground economy. 
IJ 

This classification of transactions, corresponds 

01.1.2) 

closely to 

to the transaction components that Morris Copeland attempted to 

record in his pioneering effort to establish a flow of funds 

accounting system. Copeland wished to include, "transactions in 

good s and services, purchases for resa le as well as purchases that 

appear in the national income and product accounts; all transfer 

payment flows - grants, benefits, etc. - that pass from one sector 

of the economy to another; and the net money flows through financial 

channels from one sector to another" 
2 

The decomposition of 

transactions described above, differs from that suggested by 

Copeland in that we wish to estimate gross rather than net financial 

transactions. The emphasis on gross transactions is required in 

order to maintain the balance restriction imposed by the equation of 

l. C o p e l a n d, M. A:.:......;S::....=t...:u:..;d::..;.:.v_o::...::.f......::M~o...:n:..;e:;...:.v_-=:.F...:l:..;o::...:.:w..:s=--......::i:.;n:.:..._t.::..::.:h:..;e=-----.:U:.;n=i:...;t:.;e.:::..;:d=----=S:...;t:.;a:...:t:..;e::...::.s_ 

National Bureau of Economic Research, New York 1952 
2. ibid., p.ll 
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exchange. Since the (MV) side of the equation of exehange already 

includes all payments made in the underground economy. the residual 

difference between (MV) and observed (FY) is identically equal to 

underground economy transactions. 

In Sweden, the major souree of information on (Pt)f and ( P t) 
r 

is the Income and Outlay Account. and estimates of (pt)" are 
1. 

contained in the Production Account. The Ineome and Outlay account 

consists of transaction credits and debits for each sector of the 

economy. The sector accounts are for: 

1) Non-financial corporate and quasi-corporate enterprises. 

2) Financial Institutions. 

3) Central Government. 

4) Local Government. 

5) Social Security funds. 

6) Households and Private non-profit institutions. 

7) External transactions. 

Transaction eredits to each, sector inelude net operating 

surplus. factor payment incomes and transfers to the sector. 

whereas. transaction debits to each sector are the sum of 

consumption. savings and transfers from the sector. The important 

feature of the (IOL) account. from the perspective of monetary 

payments is that credit and debit entries to the non government 

see tor accounts refleet two different monetary entries, each of 

which must be included in the tabulation of transactions. Since 

every transaction is mediated by a monetary transfer, each credit 

entry in the (rOL) account represents both a credit and a debit to a 

medium of exehange aecount. For example, the compensation of 
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employees, whi~h appears as a credit to the household sector in the 

(IOL) accounts, simultaneously represents a payment credit to a 

medium of exchange account, (the receipt of wages and salaries) and 

a payment debit to a medium of exehange account (the payment of 

wages and salaries). Similarly, each (IOL) debit represents a 

simultaneous payment eredit and debit to a medium of exchange 

account. Thus, final eonsumption expenditures of the households, (a 

debit to the (IOL) household seetor aeeount), represents a payment 

debit to a medium of exehange aceount of the household, and a 

payment credit to an enterprise medium of exchange aceount. In order 

to obtain the credit sum of all final good s (pt)f and transfers 

(pt) 
r 

to sum 

to the economy's medium of exehange accounts. it is necessary 

(IOL) eredit and debit entries for all non-government 

sectors. Since every medium of exchange payment is eorrespondingly a 

medium of exchange receipt. the sum of all medium of exehange 

credits will be identically equal to the sum of all medium of 

exchange debits. Transfer payments from the government to a private 

sector account, appear as debits to the (IOL) government account but 

also as credits to the (IOL) private account. Sueh a transfer 

represents a monetary payment and a monetary receipt. Since it is 

already aceounted for when summing private see tor (IOL) eredits, it 

would be dOI.1ble eounting to also inelude the (IOL) credit to the 

government aeeount. 

Figure (11.1.1) displays the sum of final transaetians (pt)f 

and transfer payments 

Estimates of 

(pt) as calculated from the (IOL) accounts. 
r 

intermediate transaetions for Sweden are 

available from the Productian Accaunt. In other countries. these 

would be estimated from the Input- Output Accounts. The salient 
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f~ature of the construction of the Production Account and th~ (IOP) 

account is that each credit and debit entry reflects the same 

transaction. That is, the purchase of an interm~diate product from 

one sector, is exactly reflected in the sale of that intermediate 

product from the other sector. Every transaction in intermediate 

products gives rise to a payment credit to a medium of exchange 

account, (the receipt of money for the sale of the intermediate 

good) and correspondingly, a payment debit to a medium of exchange 

account (the payment of money for the purchas~ of intermediate 

good) • Thus. intermediate transactions (pt). are measured either by 
~ 

th~ sum of intermediate purchases, or by the sum of intermediate 

sales. Data on total intermediate transactions have been obtained 

directly from Statistics Sweden 
"3 

and are displayed in Figure 

(11.1.2). Th~ sum of intermediate payments is composed of 

intermediate payments in the private sector and intermediate 

payments associated with governm~nt s~rvices. 

The most difficI.Jlt problem encount~red in att~mpting to 

estimat~ the total volume of transactions. arises from th~ lack of 

published data on the gross volume of financial transactions. By 

financial transactions. we mean the transactions associated with the 

acquisition and sale of non-money assets. Such transactions include 

the sales and purchases of ~xisting non-money assets as well as new 

issues and redemptions. Financial transactions includ~ transfers of 

existing real estate; time and savings d~posits; equities; bonds; 

etc .• where the domestic medium of exchange is used to effect the 

3. I am indebted to M. Larsson for the provision of these data. 
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transfer. Since each asset transfer is mediated by a credit and a 

debit to a medium of exchange a<:count, all slJ<:h transfers are 

already captured on the payment side of the equation of exchange. 

This gross sum of transactions must therefore also be in<:llJded on 

the transactions side of the ledger. 

P1Jblished data on gross asset transactions in Sweden are 

limited to stock and bond turnovers and issues and redemptions of 

Swedish bonds. These asset transactions are displayed in Figure 

01.1.3). 

In Sweden, as is the case in other countries, the financial 

acc::ounts, and the capital transactions a<:c::ounts permit an 

examination of changes in financial assets and liabilities as well 

as estimates of gross savings. However, sinc::e none of the existing 

accounting systems have employed the higher order constraint imposed 

by Fisher's equation of exchange, transac::tion flows have been 

estimated on a "net" basis, rather than on the "&ross" flow basis 

required by the equation of exchange identity. 

In the absence of published data on the gross financial 

transactions we wlsh to lnclude, it is necessary to obtain an 

estlmate of these flows by other means. Cramer (1980) and Splndt 

(1985) approximated financial transactions by simply taking them as 

the residual between an estlmate of payments and some other readily 

available components of total 
4 

transa<:tions. Such a procedur e is 

conceptua11y incorrec::t because it ignores the existence of 

4. Cramer, J. " The Regular and Irregular Circulation of 
Money." Paper presented at the 1980 meetings of the American 
Economics Association, University of Amsterdam, 1980, and Spindt, 
P. " Money is What Money Does: Aggregation and the Equation of 
Exchange" Journal of Political Economy vol 93 No.1 1985. 
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(D
d
') as the dependent variable in the demand deposit equation where 

is total demand deposit debits minus stock and bond 

transactions. The opportunity cost of currenc:v (r ) , c· is taken as the 

average interest rate obtainable on time and savings deposits and 

the opportunity cost of holding demand deposits (r
d

) is taken as the 

difference between the average interest rates paid on time and 

savings aceounts and the average interest rate payable on demand 

3 
aeeounts. The variable (z) is ineome raised to the fourth power and 

in the absenc:e of direc:t information on brokerage c:osts, we assume 

that they follow a time trend (T) • The eons tant terms of the 

estimated regressions are: 

Given the estimated regression values of the eons tant terms (~ ) and 
c 

(Od)' the fractions (~) and (6) are derived as: 

(11.1.6) 

ö • exp (LO"h) - Öd] (11.1.7) 

3. Average interest rates are computed as weighted averages of 
the separate interest rates payable on long term deposits subject to 
12 month's notice. capital aecumulation accounts. savings accounts 
and wage and salary accounts. See Statistic:al Yearbooks of the 
Riksbank. 
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The regression estimates of equations (11.1.5) and (11.1.6) 

are displayed in Table (11.1.1). 

Table 11.1.1 

REGRESSION ESTIMATES OF CURRENCY DEBIT EQUATION 

1956 1981 

. d Depp.ndp.nt Varlable L(C ) 

COEFFICIENT STANDARD ERROR T-STATISTIC 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
ccc -0.4972848 0.0808735 -6.1489189 
L(rc) 0.0305482 0.0671897 0.4546556 
L(z) 0.3863640 0.0123590 31.261838 
L(T) -0.1882962 0.0288470 -6.5274038 
MA(1) 0.8546662 0.2359983 3.6214932 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• = •••••••• 

R-squared 
Adjusted R-squared 
S.E. of regression 
Ourbin-Watson stat 

0.997835 
0.997423 
0.051251 
1.972337 

Mean of dependent var 
5.0. of dependent var 
Sum of squared resid 
F-statistic 

6.201608 
1.009508 
0.055161 
2419.623 

and 

According to the Miller-Orr mo~el. the expected value 

is • 33. and the corresponding expected value of t • 
h 

of 

.2289 • 

On the basis of the estimated regression models in Table ( l l . l . l ) , 

is seen to be highly significant with an estimated value very 

close to that suggested by the Miller- Orr modp.l. Taking the 

estimated value of @a as the basis for determining the value of t
h

, 

we arrive at estimates of (cc) and (a) that suggest that 44% of total 

currency debits represent financial debits, whereas, 16% of demand 
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REGRESSION ESTIMATES OF DEMAND OEPOSIT OEBIT EQUATION 

1956 1981 

Oependent Variable is L(Od') 

COEFFICIENT STANDARD ERROR T-STATISTIC 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
6d 0.3177904 0.0609148 5.2169697 
L(rp) -0.0683735 0.0211242 -3.2367423 
L(z) 0.3232395 0.0068030 47.514538 
L(T) -0.0275611 0.0238378 -1.1561900 
MA(l) 0.6951196 0.2204944 3.1525499 

••••••••••• a •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

R-squared 
Adjusted R-squared 
S.E. of regression 
Ourbin-Watson stat 

0.998036 
0.997661 
0.045049 
1.999076 

Mean of dependent var 
S.O. of dependent var 
Sum of squared resid 
F-statistic: 

6.445185 
0.931562 
0.042617 
2667.401 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

deposit debits, net of stock and bond market transactions, represent 

other financial debits. Figure (11.1.4) displays the estimated 

for other financial transac:tions IJ S i ng the free form 

estimates of the Miller-Orr model. 

Alternatively. the Miller-Orr model can be estimated in the 

constrained form: 

()C 

c: 
... a 

d' 
L(D ) ,. ad ... d 13 L(Q ) ... jJ 

1 

where and (Qd) correspond to the bracketed terms on the right 
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hand side of equation (11.1.3). Estimates of the constrained version 

of the model are displayed in Table (11.1.2). 

Table 11.1.2 

REGRESSION ESTIMATES OF CONSTRAINED CURRENCY DE8IT EQUATION 

1956 1981 

Dependent Variable L(C d ) 

COEFFICIENT STANDARD ERROR T-STATISTIC 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
<xc 

L(Qc) 
MA(I) 

-0.1253925 
0.3838375 
0.7723367 

0.1370277 
0.0081920 
0.1880356 

-0.9150882 
46.855085 
4.1073953 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

R-squared 0.989993 Mean of dependent var 6.201608 
Adjusted R-squared 0.989123 S • D . of dependent var 1.009308 
S • E. of regression 0.103284 Sum of squared res id 0.234946 
Durbin-\oIatson stat 2.251832 F-statistic 1137.733 
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REGRESSION ESTIMATE OF CONSTRAINEO DEMAND OEPOSIT OEBIT EQUATION 

1956 - 1981 

d' 
Oependent Variable L(O ) 

COEFFICIENT STANDARD ERROR T-STATISTIC 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
ad 
L(Qd) 
MA(I) 

0.6478911 
0.3750478 
0.8620429 

0.2798377 
0.0178963 
0.2072955 

2.3152383 
20.956775 
4.1585225 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

R-sq1.lared 
Adjusted R-squared 
S.E. of regression 
Ourbin-Watson stat 

0.954769 
0.950836 
0.206555 
2.011760 

Mean of dependent var 
5.0. of dependent var 
Sum of sq1.lared resid 
F-statisti<: 

6.445185 
0.931562 
0.981293 
242.7511 

The estimated val1.les of in both eq1.lations are highly 

signifi<:ant and are the same order of magnitude as suggested by the 

M1ller- Orr model. The re9ulting est1mates of ~ and o are 307. and 

147. respect1vely. The volume of other financial transactions implied 

by the constrained form of the estimated equations are displayed in 

Fig1.lre (11.1.5). The final results of the investigation will be 

affected by the form of the Miller -Orr model utilized. 
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11.2 Derivation and Analvsis of Total Transactions in Sweden 

On the basis of the foregoing analysis, we derive the final 

estimates of totalobserved transactions in Sweden. Figure (11.2.1). 

displays observed PT as estimated by both the free and constrained 

versions of the Miller-Orr model. Figure (11.2.2) in turn. displays 

the components of PT employing the estimates of other financial 

transactions derived from the free form estimates. Between 50 - 60% 

of total observed I?T is composed of transactions related to the 

production of final goods and services and transfer payments. Over 

the time period stlJdied, all financial transactions account for 

between 30 -35% of PT and approximately 15i. of PT is made up of 

transactions in intermediate production. 

If we assume that the largest component of other financial 

payments (excluding transactions in equities and bonds) represents 

transfers into and out of non-money time and savings accounts. then. 

on the basis of published estimates of the stock of these deposits, 

it is possible to derive the implied turnover for these time and 

savings accounts. Figure (11.2.3) displays the stock of time and 

savings accounts and Figure (11.2.4) displays the estimated turnover 

on these accounts for both the free and the constrained versions of 

the Miller-Orr model estimates. The rise in turnovers during the 

middle and end of the 1970's may partially ref1ect the growth in 

transfers between wage and salary accounts and higher yielding time 

and savings accounts, as well as increased activity between currency 
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and time and savings accounts. 

The final estimates of observed PT can now be compared to the 

estimated volume of Swedish payments. Figure (11.2.5) displays the 

di.screpancy between MV and PT for the period 1956 -1982. The 

disparity between measured payments and transactions appears to have 

been very small during the first decade covered by this study. 

Between 1965 and 1976, the disparity grew steadily 1arger, and 

accelerated dramatically between 1976 and 1981. It is only in the 

last year of the study. that the disparity showed no further growth. 

The interpretation and analysis of the observed discrepancy between 

measured payments and measured transactions is taken up in the 

chapter. 

next 
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12.1 The Measurement and Analvsis of the Underground Economv 

The Payment-Transactions (P-T) method for estimating the size 

and growth of the underground economy is founded on the identity of 

the equation of exchange. This is but one application of this 

powerf'Jl, yet of t neglected, identity that links the monetary side 

of economic activity with the real trade activity. The purpose of 

this chapter is to examine the equation of exchange in greater 

detail, and to utilize the foregoing empirical estimates of total 

payments and recorded transactions to gain some insights into the 

relative size and growth of the underground economy. If we have been 

successful in measuring total payments and recorded transactions 

with some degree of accuracy, then the discrepancy between total 

payments and recorded transactions, by definition, represents 

"unrecorded" transactions that reflect the sum of all monetary 

trades that take place in the "underground economy". 

The derivation and estimation of the sum of all unrecorded 

transactions, yields direct insights into the issue of the overall 

size and growth of underground economic activity. Various 

assumptions can then be employed in order to arrive at estimates of 

the total amount of income generat ed by these underground activities 

(unrecorded income). Estimates of unreported fiscal income and the 

consequent loss of tax revenues due to tax evasion. require further 

disaggregation of unrecorded transactions into taxable and non 

taxable components. The purpose of this chapter is to combine the 

relevant information on total payments and total transactions in 

such a manner as to arrive at an estimate of unreported 

transactions. These estimates can then be 'Jsed to estimate both 
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~eonomie and fiseal measur~s of "und~rground" ineom~. 

Sinee every monetary payment in the economy simultan~ously 

gives rise to a eorr~sponding transaction, the equation of exchange 

identity provid~s a useful framework for the classification and 

ultimate analysis of all ~eonomie activity involving the medium of 

~xchange. The equation of exchange relies on what Fisher called "the 

fundamental peculiarity which money alone of all goods possesses.-

that fact that it has no power to satisfy human wants except a power 

to Durchase things which do have such pow~r".l Foeusing ~xclusively 

on the medium of exchange function of mon~y. the equation of 

exchange deeomposes th~ flow of total ~xp~nditur~s in trade into its 

monetary payment components and its corresponding transactions 

compon~nts representing real trad~s of goods, servie~s, ass~ts and 

titles to ownership. Th~ Fish~rian identity: 

(12.1.1) 

is however. deceptively Simple, particularly when it is to b~ 

employed for the purpose of quantitativ~ analysis. Each term in the 

equation of exchang~ 

disparate dimensional 

in ord~r to 

aggr~gativ~ 

avoid 

natur~ 

both 

of 

represents a eomplex aggr~gat~ involving 

entities that must be appropriately combined 

ineonsist~ncy and ambiguity. Giv~n th~ 

th~ ~quation of ~xehange; each of i t s 

compon~nts must b~ eonstruct~d as a w~ighted av~rag~ or index of non 

l. The Purehasing Power of Monev, p.32. 
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comparable micro components. In a world with K assets that serve the 

medium of exchange function and N unique goods, assets or titles 

that can be traded, equation (12.1.1) is of the form: 

K 

t 
k=l 

<12.1.2) 

where k = l .... K and j = .• N .. As Warburton (1953) 
2 

pointed 

the incommensurability of the units in which we measure the 

individual components of the equation of exchange, requires that 

each compon'!nt b'! defined r'!lative to som'! base tim'! p'!riod. 
3 

Warburton's sugg'!stion that the '!quation of exchange be expunged of 

dim'!nsional units is analogous to the use of elasticiti'!s in 

microeconomics; whose prime purpose is to circumvent units of 

measurement problems when comparing the sensitivity of supply and 

demand responses for different goods to in their prices. 

Warburton's solution to the problem of non comparable units is to 

redefine th'! compon'!nts of the equation of exchange in tim'! relative 

terms such that: 

2. C. Warburton, "Elem'!ntary Algebra and the Equation of 
Exchange" American Economic Review June, 1953 

3. A formal proof of Warburton's assertion is found in an recent 
paper by Paul Spindt. " Money is What Monev Ooes: ARevealed 
Production Approach to Monetary Aggregates" Board of Governors of 
the Federal reserve System, 1984. Spindt provides a formal proof of 
the proposition that there do not exist pairs of measures of 
M(m',v') and T(q'.p') that simultaneously satisfy equations (12.1.1) 
and (12.1.2), and, also avoid th'! dimensional ambiguities inherent 
in attempting to combine non comparable units of measurement. 
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In this particular formulation. both the money stock and the volume 

of transactions are defined as a Laspeyres index and the velocity of 

circulation and prices are defined as a Paasche index. 

The equation of exchange, can now be viewed as applying to 

successive time periods such that. 

(12.1.3) 

The equation of exchange. incorporating the foregoing definitions is 

then; 

M- V-P- T (12.1.4) 
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Thus, total payments relative to some base period must be 

identically equal to total transactions relative to the same base 

period. If all monetary pavments are capt 1Jred in M-V, but only 

recorded transactions (P-T) are measured on the right hand side of 
r 

equation (12.1.4), then it follows that: 

(12.1.5) 

where (i-T) is defined as the volume of underground 
u 

or unrec.orded 

transactions relative to some time period. (i-T) represents a 
u 

conceptually exact measure of all transaction activities in the 

underground economy. 

12.1.1 The Estimation of Index Number Measures of Pavments and 

Transactions 

On the basis of the estimates of payments and recorded 

transactions in the previous chapters, it is now possible to 

construct indices of total payments, recorded transactions, and 

unrecorded transactions. Moreover, it is possible to construct 

meaningful measures of the aggregate money supply and velocity that 

'~ir<::umvent the conceptual problems inherent in anY simple sum of a 

stock or 
4 

turnover magnitude. 

4. In the United States, there is growing dissatisfaction with 
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In Sweden. three assets serve the medium of exchange function. 

These are currency, bank demand deposits and postal demand deposits. 

Given estimates of the stocks of each of these assets and their 

respective payment velocities, we construct an time relative index 

of using the foregoing definitions. Figure (12.1.1) displays 

the relative growth of total payments in Sweden for the period 1956 

-1982. Figure (12.1.2) shows the decomposition of total payments as 

- -separate indices for M and V. The Laspeyres money index weights each 

medium of exchange by the work that it performs in effecting trade. 

Similarly, the aggregate Paashe payment velocity index weights each 

component of velocity by the relevant medium of exchang~ stock. 

The dramatic increases in the volume of payments relative to 1956 

can be seen to have been caused largely by the tenfold increase in 

the money supply during the period. 

same period approximately doubled. 

An analogous index can be 

transactions. The published index of 

Payments velocity during 

derived for 

stock exchange 

the volume 

5 
prices is 

the 

of 

used 

to weight stock and bond transactions and the Personal Consumption 

Deflator is used to weight the remaj,ning recorded transactions. 

Figure (12.1.3) displays the resulting estimate of the recorded 

transactions index and Figure 02.1.4) displays the 

decomposition of the recorded transaction index inta its price and 

transaction volume components. During the period 1956 - 1960, prices 

the use of conventional money supply aggregates, particularly in the 
face increased financial innovation. The failure of money demand 
functions, has led to increased emphasis on the use of Divisia 
monetary aggregates. See Barnett, Offenbacher and Spindt, "The New 
Divisia Monetary Aggregates" Journal of Political Economy Vol 92, 
No. 6 1984. 

5. See Statistisk arsbok for the General Index of share prices 
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and the volume of trade grew together, whereas during period 

1960 1976, relative volume of trade exceeded the growth of 

prices. This relationship was reversed in the post 1976 period 

prices growing faster than the real volume of trade. 

wi.th 

Figure (12.1.5) estimates 

namely, the volume of unrecorded transactions. C1jr\f~ 

represents the estimate of unrecorded transactions based on the 

estimate of other financial transactions from the Miller-Orr model 

with free coefficient estimates, whereas the upper curve displays 

unrecorded transactions based on the constrained Miller -Orr 

estimates. The f ina l estimates of unrecorded transactions are of 

course sensitive to the estimate of financial transactions. 

The index of unrecorded transactions displayed in Figure 

(12.1.5), shows almost no increase during the first decade of the 

study, more rapid growth between 1965 and 1975, and an acceleration 

during the last years of the 1970,s. The estimate of unrecorded 

transactions as a percentage of total payments is displayed in 

Figure (12.1.6). By 1981, when unre~orded transactions reached their 

peak, the percentage of total payments that were not recorded in the 

transactions estimate amounted to 25 -277. of total payments. 

The construction of any estimate of unrecorded income must 

on some assumptions concerning relationship 

unrecorded transactions and the income that such transactions might 

produce. An index of unrecorded income can be constructed by 

assuming that the ratio of transactions to income in the recorded 

economy ('l' ) 
r 

is identical to that in the economy 

ThlJs. 
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(12.1.6) 

(12.1.7) displays the resulting estimate of unrecorded 

estimate) and Figure (12.18) displays the index 

total Swedish income as the sum of recorded and 

estimated unrecorded income. Figure (12.1.9) displays estimated 

total income based on the constrained estimate of financial 

transactions. Finally, Figure ( 12. l • 10) displays the perc::ent of 

total income that has been estimated as unrecorded income, using 

both the free and constrained versions of the estimate for financial 

transactions. 

Several alternative estimates of unrecorded income can further 

be estimat"!d by employing different conc::erning the 

relationship between unrecorded income and unr"!corded transactions 

in both th"! official and the unrecorded seetors. It is also possible 

to construct estimates of unreported taxable income and 

corresponding tax revenue losses, but sllch estimates reqllire 

particular assumptions concerning the fractions of unrecorded 

transactions that would in principle be taxed if fully reported to 

the government. These taxable income components. must then be 

weighted by an appropriate tax rate applying to the particular type 

of income in order to estimate the resulting losses in tax revenue. 
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Estimated Unrecorded Income 
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APPENDIX A 
CTJRRENCY DATA 

SWEDEN 1949-1982 

Table A l • l 

VALUE OF NOTES BY DENOMINATION (BIL. KR. ) 

YEAR 10000 1000 100 50 10 5 
KR. KR. KR. KR. KR. KR. 

49 0.03 0.40 l .75 0.49 0.52 O. 10 
50 0.04 0.46 1 .89 0.50 0.53 0.10 
5 l 0.04 0.53 2. 32 0.53 0.56 O. Il 
52 0.05 0.61 2 .71 0.52 0.58 O. l l 
53 0.06 0.68 2.90 O. S l 0.58 O • 1 l 
54 0.06 0.74 3.08 0.51 0.59 O. 12 
55 0.06 0.77 3.26 0.51 0.60 O. 12 
56 0.07 0.82 3.48 0.52 0.59 O. 12 
57 0.06 0.87 3.65 0.51 0.63 0.13 
58 0.07 0.91 3.83 0.49 0.62 0.13 
59 O. 10 l .00 3.94 0.49 0.62 O. 13 
60 0.09 1.04 4.16 0.49 0.64 O. 14 
6 l O. 10 l . 14 4.38 0.48 0.63 O. 13 
62 O. 11 1 .2 i 4.64 0.50 0.67 O. 15 
63 O. 12 l .43 4.99 0.51 0.68 O. l S 
64 O. 12 1 .61 5.31 0.50 0.69 0.15 
65 0.14 l .77 5.46 0.51 0.72 0.14 
66 O. 15 l .95 5.77 O. 53 0.73 O. 16 
67 O. 17 2. 1 S 6.18 0.54 0.75 O. 17 
68 O. 18 2.41 6.49 0.54 0.79 O. 18 
69 O. 18 2.58 6.62 0.59 O .81 O. 18 
70 O. 17 2.70 6.89 0.56 0.80 O. 19 
7 l O. 19 3. 1 1 7.79 0.58 0.83 0.19 
72 0.21 3.53 8.54 0.59 0.86 0.19 
73 0.22 4.00 9.30 0.61 0.90 0.20 
74 0.25 4.71 10.51 0.64 0.95 0.22 
75 0.30 S .81 12.04 0.70 l • 02 0.24 
76 0.36 6.79 12. 91 0.73 1 • 07 0.25 
77 0.40 7.67 14.20 0.76 l • 12 0.28 
78 0.50 9.24 15.73 0.80 l . 1 7 0.28 
79 0.70 11 • 04 17.48 0.85 l .24 0'.30 
80 0.80 12.91 18.23 0.88 l .30 0.32 
8 l 0.93 14.87 18.68 0.90 l .34 0:33 
82 l .15 l 6 . 7 9 18.46 0.90 1 • 36 0.32 



Table Al.2 

PERCENTAGE OF THE VALUE OF NOTES IN CIRCULATION BY DENOMINATION 

YEAR 10000 1000 100 50 10 5 
KR. KR. KR. KR. KR. KR. 

49 0.99 12.09 53.34 14.95 15.72 2.90 
50 1 . O l 12.99 53.74 14.23 l S. 2 1 2.82 
5 l l • 03 13. 02 56.81 12.90 13.66 2.59 
52 l . 07 13. '33 59. '3 1 11 .26 12.65 2.'38 
53 l • 16 14.05 60.00 10.58 12.03 2. 19 
54 l • 16 14.5'3 60.56 9.97 11.51 2. 26 
55 l • l l 14.55 61. 23 9.54 l l • 33 2. 24 
56 l .25 14.65 62. 19 9.26 10.49 2. 17 
57 1 . 03 14.89 62.49 8.67 10.76 2. 17 
58 l • 16 15 • 10 63.24 8. 13 10.29 2.08 
59 1 • 59 15.90 62.79 7.76 9.96 2.00 
60 l .37 15 .90 63.48 7.43 9.74 2.08 
61 l .46 16.59 63.75 7.04 9.22 1 .95 
62 l • 5 O 17 .31 63.26 6.84 9. 10 l .99 
63 1 • 53 18. 18 63.40 6.44 8.59 l .87 
64 l .4'3 19.21 63.34 6.02 8. 17 l .83 
65 1 .60 20.26 62.43 5.88 8. 19 l .65 
66 l .61 20.99 62.06 5.67 7.91 1.77 
67 l • 7 l 21 .58 62.06 5 .41 7.53 l • 7 1 
68 1 .70 22.76 61 • '36 5.07 7.43 l .68 
69 l .64 23.53 60.33 5.43 7.39 1. 68 
70 l .50 23.84 60.93 4.98 7 • Il 1 .64 
71 1. 50 24.51 61.35 4.56 6.56 l .52 
72 l . 5 l 25.35 61. 31 4.27 6.19 l .38 
73 1.44 26.27 61. 07 3.99 5.90 l .33 
74 1 .45 27.27 60.82 3.70 5.50 l .27 
75 1 .49 28.90 59.88 3.48 5.06 1 • 19 
76 l .63 30.70 58.40 3.30 4.82 l • l 5 
77 1 .64 31. 41 58. 14 3 • 1 l 4.57 l .14 
78 l .80 33.32 56.7'3 2.88 4.24 1.03 
79 2 • 2 l 34.92 55.29 2.70 3.92 0.96 
80 2. '32 37.49 52.93 2.57 3.77 0.93 
81 2. 51 40. 13 50.41 2.44 3.62 0.90 
82 2.94 43. 07 47.36 2 • '3 l 3.50 0.82 
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Tabl<:! A1.3 

NUMBER OF NOTES WITH THE PUBLIC (000) 

YEAR 10000 1000 100 50 10 5 
KR. KR. KR. KR. KR. KR. 

56 ] 820 34815 10365 58750 24250 
57 6 869 36475 10120 62800 25330 
58 7 914 38282 9844 62281 25183 
59 10 997 39368 9735 62431 25065 
60 9 1043 41636 9742 63900 27256 
61 10 1140 43800 9670 63330 26760 
62 1 1 1270 46400 10040 66730 29190 
63 12 1430 49870 10130 67560 29370 
64 12 1610 53100 10090 68510 30650 
65 14 1770 54550 10280 71530 28800 
66 15 1950 57660 10540 73470 32810 
67 l 7 2150 61830 10770 75030 34120 
68 18 2408 64920 10732 78581 35506 
69 18 2580 66150 11896 80990 36846 
70 1 7 2698 68937 1 1263 80413 37203 
7 l 19 3112 77908 11589 83335 38686 
72 21 3530 85386 l 1895 86151 38307 
73 22 4001 93000 12158 89810 40512 
74 25 4710 105060 12770 94980 43920 
75 30 5811 120394 14007 101752 47721 
76 36 6788 129118 14579 106631 50628 
77 40 7670 141990 15190 111510 55720 
78 50 9240 157290 15980 117440 56950 
79 70 11040 174810 17060 124090 60920 
80 80 12910 182270 17670 129770 64100 
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Tabl~ A1.4 

~UMBER OF NOTES WITHDRAWN FROM THE PUBLIC (000) 

YEAR 10000 1000 100 50 10 5 
KR. KR. KR. KR. KR. KR. 

56 2 70 5960 3975 28930 17550 
57 2 69 6485 4257 29363 15947 
58 3 80 6932 4068 26958 15522 
59 3 109 7625 3888 28542 15403 
60 3 127 7484 3815 28219 15499 
61 3 140 7580 3710 27570 15190 
62 3 150 8840 4400 30020 16240 
63 3 130 8470 4370 27510 16440 
64 4 150 9030 4450 28600 16800 
65 3 160 9320 5770 27120 15340 
66 3 142 15650 8635 43998 23930 
67 3 170 20340 13590 71390 17940 
68 3 207 21083 9442 47268 20648 
69 4 280 20643 10016 50552 21879 
70 4 339 25175 12002 67954 27830 
71 4 317 23562 10120 54145 22451 
72 3 412 32193 13249 73675 30154 
73 3 454 32653 13530 74351 28054 
74 3 510 36250 14540 74870 33470 
75 3 603 37706 15387 82851 38314 
76 3 477 42453 16435 91408 41301 
77 5 1390 48970 17820 90320 42410 
78 5 1900 60010 18860 108180 45850 
79 O 1600 63050 20290 122710 54790 
80 10 1790 70860 21240 148180 55344 



YEAR 10000 
KR. 

56 3 
57 2 
58 4 
59 6 
60 3 
61 4 
62 4 
63 3 
64 4 
65 5 
66 5 
67 S 

68 4 
69 4 
70 4 
71 4 
72 5 
73 l 
74 O 
75 9 
76 9 
77 9 
78 10 
79 20 
80 10 

II! 
s 

Table Al.5 

NUMBER OF NEW NOTES ISSUED (000) 

1000 100 SO 
KR. KR. KR. 

120 8215 4210 
1 18 8145 4012 
125 8739 3792 
192 8709 3779 
173 9752 3822 
240 9700 3690 
268 11450 4760 
290 11940 4460 
320 12260 4410 
320 10770 5960 
320 18760 8890 
370 24510 13820 
470 24180 9400 
440 21860 11190 
458 27970 11380 
730 32540 10450 
830 39671 13554 
916 40267 13 797 

1220 48.110 l S l S O 
1703 53037 16629 
1454 51177 17007 
2270 61840 18430 
3470 75310 19650 
3400 80570 21370 
3660 78320 21850 

10 S 
KR. KR. 

27430 17930 
33413 17027 
26439 15375 
28690 15285 
29778 17690 
26910 14690 
33420 18680 
28340 16620 
29550 18080 
30140 13490 
45940 27940 
72950 19250 
50820 22030 
52970 23210 
67300 28200 
57160 23940 
76483 297·7 S 
78010 30259 
80040 36880 
89620 42113 
96288 44207 
95200 45500 

114110 49080 
129360 58760 
153860 58520 
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Table Al.6 

ACTUAL AVERAGE LIFETIME BY DENOMINATION 

YEAR 10000 1000 100 50 10 5 
KR. KR. KR. KR. KR. KR. 

56 2.80 8.63 4.91 2.53 2. 08 1. 37 
57 3.00 9.29 4.99 2.45 2.00 l • 54 
58 2.00 8.92 4.89 2.50 2.33 1 .63 
59 2. 22 6.62 4.82 2.54 2. 18 l .63 
60 3.00 6.95 4.83 2. 55 2.20 1 .64 
6 l 2.86 6.00 5.07 2 .61 2.32 l .79 
62 3. 14 6.08 4.57 2. 19 2. 10 l .67 
63 4.00 6.81 4.89 2. 29 2.42 1 .78 
64 3.00 6.85 4.99 2. 28 2.36 1.76 
65 3.50 7.38 5.43 l • 75 2. SO 2.00 
66 3 . 7 S 8.44 3.35 l .20 1 .63 1. 27 
67 4.25 7.96 2.76 0.79 l • 04 l .83 
68 S. 14 7 • l l 2.87 1 • 14 l .60 1 .66 
69 4.50 7 . l 7 3 • 1 1 1 • 12 1 • 56 1.63 
70 4.25 6.77 2.59 0.96 1 • 19 1 .33 
7 l 4.75 5.94 2.78 l • l 3 1 .50 1 .67 
72 5.25 5.68 2.38 0.89 l .15 l .28 
73 11 .00 5.84 2.55 0.89 1 • 18 l .39 
74 16.67 5.45 2.48 0.86 l .23 1 .25 
75 5.00 5.04 2.65 0.88 l • 18 l • 19 
76 6.00 7. 03 2.76 0.87 1 • 14 1 • 18 
77 S .71 4.19 2.56 0.84 l .20 l .27 
78 6.67 3.44 2.32 0.83 l .06 1.20 
79 7.00 4.42 2.43 0.82 0.98 l • 07 
80 8.00 4.74 2.44 0.82 0.86 1 • 13 



YEAR 

56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
6 l 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
7 l 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
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Table Al.7 

ESTIMATED AVERAGE LIFETIME BY DENOMINATION 

1000 100 50 10 
KR. KR. KR. KR. 

8.26 4.43 3.60 2. 21 
7.84 4.21 3 .41 2.10 
7.59 4.07 3.30 2. 03 
7.58 4.06 3.30 2.03 
7 • 2 l 3.87 3. 14 l .93 
6.99 3.75 3.04 1 .87 
6.98 3 • 7 5 3.04 l .87 
6.99 3.75 3.04 l .87 
6.40 3.43 2.79 l .71 
5.94 3. 19 2 . 5 7 1 • 58 
5.63 2.91 2.42 1 .49 
5 .61 2.91 2.39 1 .47 
5.44 2.82 2.30 1 .42 
5. 10 2.64 2.14 1 .32 
4.80 2.49 2.02 1 .24 
4.80 2.49 2.02 1 .24 
4.87 2 . 5 2 2.05 1.26 
4.63 2.40 l .95 l .20 
4.17 2. 16 l .75 l • 08 
5.28 2.74 2.21 1 .36 
4.87 2.54 2.02 l .25 
4.22 2.20 l .74 l • 07 
3.98 2.09 1 .63 1. 00 
3.60 l .90 l .46 0.90 
3.49 1 .57 1. 27 0.78 
3.70 l .47 l .20 0.74 
3.26 l .46 1 • 19 0.73 

5 
KR. 

1. 80 
l .70 
l .65 
l .65 
1 .57 
l .52 
1. 52 
l .52 
1. 39 
1 .29 
l • 25 
l .27 
1 .25 
l .20 
l • 1 5 
't • 1 5 
1 • 16 
1 . 10 
0.99 
1 .23 
1 • 1 l 
0.93 
0.84 
0.73 
0.74 
0.69 
0.69 
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Table A l .8 

ESTIMATED TOTAL INCOME PRODUCING TRANSACTIONS PER NOTE 
(PHYSICAL REDEMTION METHOD) 

YEAR 1000 100 50 10 5 
KR. KR. KR. KR. KR. 

56 122.07 131.20 131.20 131.20 131.20 
57 122.07 131.20 131.20 131. 20 131.20 
58 122.07 131.20 131.20 131.20 131.20 
59 122.07 131.20 131.20 131.20 131.20 
60 122.07 131.20 131.2.0 131.2.0 131.20 
6 l 122.07 131.20 131.20 131.20 131.20 
62 122.07 131.20 131.2.0 131.20 131.20 
63 122.07 131. 20 131.20 131.20 131. 20 
64 122.07 131.2.0 131. 20 131.20 131. 20 
65 122.07 131. 20 130.31 130.31 131.20 
66 122.07 126.70 129.41 129.41 133.85 
67 122.07 126.70 128.51 128.51 136.46 
68 122.07 126.70 127.61 127.61 139.04 
69 122.07 126.70 126.70 126.70 141.58 
70 122.07 126.70 126.70 126.70 144.09 
7 l 122.07 126.70 126.70 126.70 144.09 
72 122.07 126.70 126.70 126.70 144.09 
73 122.07 126.70 126.70 126.70 144.09 
74 122.07 126.70 126.70 126.70 144.09 
75 165.54 172.25 170.93 170.93 191.34 
76 158.61 165.54 162.79 162.79 178.78 
77 151.46 158.61 154.35 154.35 165.54 
78 144.05 151. 46 145.56 145.56 151.46 
79 136.35 144.05 136.35 136.35 136.35 
80 151.46 136.35 136.35 136.35 158.61 
81 151.46 136.35 136.35 136.35 158.61 
82 151.46 136.35 136.35 136.35 158.61 
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Table A 1.9 

ESTIMATED VELOCITY OF CURRENCY BY DENOMINATION 
(PHY5ICAL REDEMPTION METHOD) 

YEAR 1000 100 50 10 5 
KR. KIL KR. KR. KR. 

56 14.77 29.60 36.48 59.29 73.09 
57 l S • 57 31. 18 38.44 62.47 77. O 1 
58 16.09 32.23 39.73 64.58 79.60 
59 16 . 1 l 32.28 39.79 64.66 79.71 
60 16.93 33.91 41.80 67.94 83.74 
6 l 17.46 34.98 43.12 70.08 86.38 
62 17.48 35.02 43.17 7 O. 17 86.49 
63 1 7 .46 34.97 43 . l l 70.06 86.36 
64 19.07 38.20 47.09 76 .• 53 94.33 
65 20.56 41. 19 50.77 82.51 101.71 
66 21 .70 43.47 53.58 87.09 107.35 
67 21 .75 43.58 53.72 87.32 l07.63 
68 22.43 44.93 55.38 90.01 110.95 
69 23.94 47.97 59. 13 96.10 118.46 
70 25.43 50.95 62.81 102.08 125.84 
7 l 25.43 50.94 62.79 102.06 125.80 
72 25007 50.23 61.92 100.63 124.04 
73 26.37 52.83 65.13 105.85 130.47 
74 29.27 58.65 72.29 117.49 144.83 
75 31. 3 S 62.82 77.43 125.85 155 • 1 3 
76 32.56 65.23 80.41 130.69 161.10 
77 35.93 71 .98 88.73 144.20 177.76 
78 36.23 72.59 89.48 145.43 179.27 
79 37.83 7 5.79 93.42 151.84 187.16 
80 43.34 86.83 107. 03 173.96 214.43 
81 46. 18 92. S 1 114.03 185.34 228.46 
82 46.50 93. l 7 114.85 186.70 230.14 
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APPENDIX B 

BANK GIRO AND POST GIRO DATA 

In order to undert~ke ~ny historic~lly oriented study of the 

Swedish Economy, it is necess~ry to g~ther together ~ll of the 

relev~nt time series d~t~ on ~ consistent basis. As with d~t~ series 

for most countries, Swedish time series h~ve undergone their sh~re 

of revision, reflecting both improvements in d~t~ me~sures ~nd 

changes in the definition of v~riables. It is the l~tter problem 

which is p~rticularly troublesome for some of the basic series upon 

which this study must rely, and therefore ~ m~jor effort w~s 

undert~ken to construct estim~tes of time series data which 

m~int~ined consistent definitions throughout the period of study. 

To my knowledge, e~rlier studies employing monet~ry st~tistics 

h~ve not made these necess~ry adjustments, with the result, that 

substantive findings have been seriously ~ffected. In order to ~void 

this pitfall, ~nd hopefully to provide future researchers with 

consistent time series on some key monetary vari~bles, the following 

notes describe in detail the problems which h~ve been encountered 

with the published data series, and the efforts m~de to construct 

consistent time series dat~. 

Commercial Bank Demand Deposits 
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Commercial bank demand deposits held by the public (a primary 

component of most measures of the stock of money) are compos ed of 

the following items; 

l) Sight deposits 

2) Giro deposit accounts and accounts subject to 14 days 

notice 

)) Accounts for payment of wages· and salaries 

Figure (B.l) displays the aggregate sum of the above components of 

demand deposits as published in the Sveriges Riksbank [SR] 

Statistical Yearbook for the years 1950 -1982. The figures are 

yearly averages of end of month figures. Figure (B. l) reveals two 

abrupt discontinuities in the time series. The first occurs between 

1968 and 1969, the second between 1973 and 1974. These 

discontinuities do not reflect behavioral changes, but are entirely 

due to conceptual changes in the monetary statistics. 

The dramatic fall in deposits which occurs between 1968 and 

1969 is due to a change in the definition of what constitutes "the 

pUblic".l Prior to 1969, credit companies and insurance companies 

were incl~ded in the definition of "the public" whereas in 

subsequent years, these companies were excluded from "the public" 

and are combined in the of "Swedish Financial 

Institutions". The SR[69] reports sight deposits and giro deposits 

for December 1968 for both the old and the new treatment. 

The significant rise in the demand deposit aggregat e which is 

l. See SR[69J p.32*-33* for a complete discussion of the 
conceptual changes in the data. 
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observed in Figure (B.l) between 1973 and 1974, reflects another 

change in accounting procedures rather than any change in economic 

beh<!'vior. This second major discontinuity in the data resulted from 

the inc1usion of the accounts of the Post och Kreditbank (PK) in the 

aggreg<!'ted accounts of commercia1 banks. The state controiled PK 

B<!'nk, whose b~l<!'nce sheet ~nd income statement w~s former1y 

published under separate headings by the Riksbank, does perform many 

of the same functions ~s other commerci~l banks. However, its 

activities are close1y linked to the Postal Service which handles 

the accounting for many of the PK bank functions. 2 The 

consolidation of the PK bank accounts with those of other commercial 

banks occurred in July 1974, with the resu1t of signific~nt1y 

increasing the published statistics on commercial bank deposits. 

For the purposes of the ana1ysis required for this 

investigation, it was necessary to construct conceptl1ally 

consistent time series on demand deposits in commercial banks. Such 

an adjustment has two distinct advantages: 

2. 
1981 

l) It cre~tes a consistent definition of deposits held by "the 

public" for the purpose of an~lysing the velocity of demand 

deposits over time. 

2) It permits the separation of commercial bank deposits from 

PK bank deposits, thus ~llowing ~ independent coherent 

analysis of the bank giro function and the post giro function. 

Since the PK bank deposit accounts are c1ose1y linked with the 

See The Swedish Post Office Annual Report July 19RO - June 
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Post g i ro system, the i r excl1.1s ion from the commerc i031 b~nk 

d03t03, permits 03 more det03iled 03n~lysis of both p~yment 

subsystems. 

In order to de~l with these two m~jor conceptu~l 

discontinuities in the b~nk deposit series, 03n effort w~s m~de to 

construct 03 single series of commerci~l b~nk dem~nd deposits held by 

"the public" which excluded credit ~nd insur~nce comp~nies from the 

definition of "the public" 03nd excluded PK b~nk deposits from the 

definition of "commerci03l b~nks". These ~djustments were 

~ccomplished 03S follows: 

l) For the period 1950 1968, during which the published 

series h~d included credit comp~nies 03nd insur03nce comp03nies 

in the definition of the public, the published series w~s 

multiplied by the r03tio of the new series (excluding credit 

03nd insur03nce comp~nies) to the old series 03S shown for 

December 1968, the only period for which d03t~ 03re ~v~il03ble 

for both series. The effect of the ~djustment is to c~rry 

b~ckw~rd in time the current definition of the "public" 

employed by the Sveriges Riksb~nk. This ~djustment corrects 

for the discontinuity in the level of the dem~nd deposit 

series, but does not t~ke ~ccount of ~ny ch~nges in the 

composition of deposits between credit ~nd insur~nce comp~nies 

3 on the one h~nd, 03nd the rest of the "public" on the other. 

3. The ~djustment w~s c03rried out on ~n item by item b~sis by 
type of ~ccount. The correction f03ctor for sight deposits w~s .5565. 
The correction f~ctor for giro deposit ~ccounts ~nd deposits subject 
to 14 d~ys notice w~s .9914. 
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2) For the period 1974 1982, PK dem8nd deposits were 

elimin8ted from the published series by multiplying e8ch 

component of the new series by the r8tio of the old component 

to the 4 new component. The sight deposit 8ccount required no 

8djustment. 

The newly 8djusted consistent time series for Commerci81 B8nk 

dem8nd deposits is disp18yed in Figure (B.2). Figure (B.3) disp18Ys 

the old 8nd the new series for Tot81 Dem8nd Deposits which includes 

the dem8nd deposits of s8vings b8nks 8nd cooper8tive b8nks 8S well. 

The d8t8 underlying these 8djustments 8re to be found in T8ble 

B.l.l. 

4. The r8tio .4636 W8S 8pplied to the 8ccounts for p8yment of 
w8ges 8nd s818ries 8nd simi18rly, the r8tio .5362 W8S 8pplied to the 
giro deposit 8ccount series. # The over18pping dat8 are published in 
{SR76] Table B:6 for June 1974. 



YEAR 

49 
SO 
51 
52 
S3 
S4 
SS 
S6 
S7 
58 
S9 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
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T~ble B.l.l 

PUBLISHED COMMERCIAL BANK DEPOSIT DATA 
(Kr. Bil.) 

SIGHT CB GIRO AND WAGE SAL TOT CB 
CB CHECK DEP SUB.JECT CHECKABLE CHECKABLE 
DEPOSITS TO NOTICE DEPQSITS 

OLD 

1.72 1.72 
1.76 1.76 
2.01 2.01 
2.08 2.08 
2.08 2.08 
2.06 2.06 
1. 86 1.86 
1.75 1.7S 
1.76 1.76 
1.66 1.66 
1. 75 1.75 
1. 85 1.18 3.03 
1. 95 1.35 3.30 
2.34 1.46 3.80 
2.80 1.50 4.30 
3.29 1.44 4.73 
3.81 1.44 5.25 
4.22 1.42 5.64 
4.79 1.67 6.46 
6.02 1.40 7.42 
3.20 0.76 1.07 5.03 
3.61 0.36 1. 27 5.24 
3.90 0.35 1.45 5.70 
4.37 0.32 1.54 6.23 
4.76 0.25 1. 66 6.67 
5.41 0.40 4.51 10.32 
5.71 0.39 5.37 11.47 
S.06 0.43 6.43 11.92 
S.06 0.32 7.37 12.75 
5.54 0.43 8.48 14.4S 
6.41 0.39 9.57 16.37 
7.59 'If 11.82 19.41 
8.05 'If 14.29 22.34 
9.40 'If 16.22 25.62 



YEAR 

49 
SO 
SI 
S2 
S3 
S4 
SS 
S6 
S7 
S8 
S9 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
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ADJUSTED COMMERCIAL BANK DEPOSIT DATA 
(Kr. Bil.) 

SIGHT GIRO GIRO WAGE SAL 
ADJUSTED AD.JUSTED ADJUSTED CHECKABLE 

EX. INS CO. EX.INS CO. EX PK BANK EX PK BANK 

0.96 
0.98 
1.12 
1.16 
1.16 
1.1S 
1.04 
0.97 
0.98 
0.92 
0.97 
1.03 1.17 1.17 
1.09 1. 34 1.34 
1. 30 1. 45 1.45 
1.56 1.49 1. 49 
1.83 1. 43 1.43 
2.12 1.43 1.43 
2.35 1.41 1.41 
2.67 1.66 1.66 
3.35 1.39 1.39 
3.20 0.76 0.76 1. 07 
3.61 0.36 0.36 1.27 
3.90 0.3S 0.3S 1.4S 
4.37 0.32 0.32 1.54 
4.76 0.25 0.2S 1.66 
5.41 0.40 0.22 2.09 
5.71 0.39 0.21 2.49 
5.06 0.43 0.23 2.98 
5.06 0.32 0.17 3.42 
S.54 0.43 0.23 3.93 
6.41 0.39 0.21 4.44 
7.59 0.00 S.48 
8.0S 0.00 6.62 
9.40 0.00 7.S2 

TOT CB 
CHECK.ABLE 

DEPOSITS 
NEW 

0.96 
0.98 
1.12 
1.16 
1.16 
1.15 
1.04 
0.97 
0.98 
0.92 
0.97 
2.20 
2.42 
2.75 
3.OS 
3.26 
). SS 
3.76 
4.32 
4.74 
5.03 
S.24 
5.70 
6.23 
6.67 
7.71 
8.41 
8.27 
8.65 
9.70 

11.06 
13.07 
14.67 
16.92 
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Table B.l.l (cont.) 

ADJUSTED COMMERCIAL BANK DEPOSIT DATA 
(Kr.Bil.) 

SAVINGS SAVB GIR.O COOP BANKS COOP BANKS TOTAL NEW TOTAL OLD 
BANKS PLUS CHECKABLE WAGE+SALARY DEMAND DEMAND 

YEAR CHECKABLE NOTICE DEPOSITS DEPOSITS DEPOSITS 

49 0.04 1.00 1.76 
SO O.OS 1.03 1.81 
51 0.06 1.18 2.07 
52 0.08 1.24 2.16 
53 0.08 1. 24 2.16 
54 0.08 1. 23 2.14 
SS 0.08 1.12 1.94 
56 0.09 1.06 1.84 
57 0.01 0.01 0.10 1.10 1.88 
S8 0.01 0.02 0.10 1.05 1.79 
59 0.02 0.01 0.11 1.11 1.89 
60 0.03 0.01 0.12 2.36 3.19 
61 0.04 0.02 0.13 2.61 3.49 
62 0.06 0.02 0.14 2.97 4.02 
63 0.09 0.02 0.17 3. 33 4.S8 
64 0.13 0.02 0.21 3.62 5.09 
65 0.18 0.02 0.24 3.99 5.69 
66 0.24 0.03 0.25 4.28 6.16 
67 0.32 0.04 0.26 4.94 7.08 
68 0.41 0.03 0.28 5.46 8.14 
69 0.47 0.03 0.30 5.83 5.83 
70 0.56 0.02 0.32 0.03 6.17 6.17 
71 0.62 0.02 0.42 0.04 6.80 6.80 
72 0.76 0.01 0.45 0.05 7.50 7.50 
73 0.79 0.02 0.54 0.07 8.09 8.09 
74 1.02 0.02 0.71 0.11 9.57 12.18 
7S 1- 29 0.02 0.91 0.18 10.81 13.87 
76 1. 35 0·01 1.07 0.23 10.93 14.58 
77 1.59 0.02 1.16 0.31 11.73 15.83 
78 1.91 0.03 1.20 0.45 13.29 18.04 
79 2.53 0.02 1.26 0.51 15.38 20.69 
80 3.7S tf 1.29 0.54 18.65 24.99 
81 4.01 tf 1.23 0.55 20.46 28.13 
82 4.42 tf 1.16 0.67 23.16 31.87 
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B.2. POST GIRO DATA 

Post Giro Deposits 

In order to construct a temporally consistent data series on 

Post Giro Deposits, it is necessary to deal with the same 

discontinuity which affects Bank Deposit namely, the 

consolidation of the PK Bank with the commercial banks. The impact 

of this conso1idation on Post Giro data results from the fact that 

in July, 1974, the interest bearing accounts of the Post Giro were 

transferred to the PK Bank, and subsequent1y included among the 

ports of commercia1 banks. 

The longest time series for Post Giro deposits is reported in 

the Sveriges Riksbank [SR] Statistical Yearbook. S This series is 

the sum of interest and non interest bearing Post Giro Deposits, and 

should not be confused with a separate listing of Post Office Bank 

Savings Deposits. Since the concern of the present undertaking is 

solely to focus on the medium of exchange function, it is the former 

series, linked to the giro payments system which is of re1evance. 

The historical data on the Post Giro Cheque Service [PGCS] deposits 

are displayed in Figure(B.4) from 1950 to 1973, the last year in 

which the series was published. Af ter that date, the interest 

bearing Post Giro accounts were transferred to the PK Bank, and 

S. The series is first listed under the heading "Deposits at the 
Post Cheque Service" and subsequently, under the heading "Deposits 
at the Post Giro Service" {:1941-50 Tab.46i 1950-55 Tab.51i 1956-65 
Tab.57; 1965-69 Tab.C.11i 1970-74 Tab.C.7.} 
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these deposit figures could no longer be segregated from deposits of 

the commerci~l banks, except, as was described in the preceding 

section. From 1974 to the present, only the non interest bearing 

Post Giro accounts [PGNI] ~re recorded, and these d~t~ are ~lso 

displayed in Figure (B.4). The final series displayed in Figure 

(B.4) l~beled [PKI] is the estim~te of PK B~nk interest be~ring 

~ccounts derived from the procedure described in the foregoing 

section. 

Figure(B.5) displays ~n estimate of interest bearing accounts 

for 1970 -74 [PGCS-PGNIJ which is derived as the difference between 

~ll Post Giro ~ccounts ~nd non interest be~ring accounts for the 

five year period during which both series over1ap. Figure (B.5) 

~lso displays the estim~te of PK B~nk (giro ~nd w~ge ~nd salary 

accounts) interest bearing accounts for 1974 - 1982. As can be seen 

from Figure (B.5), the actual value of interest bearing accounts is 

only slightlY lower than the estimated figure, and this is due to 

the f~ct that the former d~t~ point is ~n ~ver~ge for only the first 

six months of 1974. It therefore ~ppears ~s if the estimate of the 

PK Bank interest bearing accounts is quite accurate ~nd it is used 

to construct ~ consistent time series on ~ll Post Giro deposit 

accounts. The final estimate of Tot~l Post Giro Deposits, ~nd its 

components are found in Table B.2.1 of Appendix B. 
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Table B.2.1 

APPENDIX B.2 

POST GIRO DEPOSIT DATA 

SWEDEN 1949 - 1982 

YEAR POST POST POST GIRO TOT W&S ESTIMATED 
CHECK GIRO BEARING &GIRO TOTAL POST 

SERVICE BEARING NO INTEREST ALLOCATED GIR.O DEPOSITS 
DEPOSITS INTEREST TO PK BANK 

49 1.08 
SO 1.16 1.16 
151 1. 31 1.31 
52 1. 50 1.50 
153 1.61 1.61 
54 1.73 1.73 
SS 1.75 1.75 
56 1.81 1.81 
57 1.9S 1.9S 
58 2.04 2.04 
59 2.24 2.24 
60 2.07 2.07 
61 2.16 2.16 
62 2.36 2.36 
63 2.45 2.415 
64 2.69 2.69 
65 2.92 2.92 
66 3.30 3.30 
67 3.65 3.65 
68 3.90 3.90 
69 3.99 3.99 
70 4.14 3.42 0.72 4.14 
71 4.28 3.42 0.85 4.28 
72 4.85 3.67 1.18 4.85 
73 5.48 3.90 1. 59 5.48 
74 4.84 2.28 2.60 7.44 
7· :> 5.05 3.06 8.11 
76 5.88 3.615 9.53 
77 6.11 4.10 10.21 
78 7.30 4.715 12.05 
79 8.015 15.31 13.36 
80 9.19 6.34 115.53 
81 10.26 7.67 17.93 
82 10.815 8.70 19.155 
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Data on Post Giro transactions have been regularly published 

in the Statistical Yearbook of the Sveriges Riksbank and the the 

Statistical Abstract of Sweden, however, care must be exercised in 

order to obtain consistent and meaningful estimates of payments made 

via the Post Giro system. The published data are collected by the 

Post Girot for administrative purposes in order to reflect the total 

volume of gross post giro turnover. While these data are of great 

value for managerial purposes, they require major adjustment in 

order to eliminate various forms of double counting from the 

perspective of monetary analysis. In particular, the estimates of 

post giro turnover, published between 1949 and 1972, inc1ude both 

credits and debits to giro accounts resulting from transfer 

payments. Moreover, this turnover series inc1udes transfer payments 

made between government agencies. The data series pub1ished between 

1973 and 1979 eliminate the problem of double counting of transfer 

credits and debits, and the series published for the most recent 

years also eliminate inter-agency government transfer payments. The 

[SR] published monthly averages of Post Giro Turnover for each of 

the foregoing definitions is displayed in Col (1-3) in Table B.2.2 



(l) ( 2 ) 
MONTHLY MONTHLY 

GROSS DEBIT 
YEAR TURNOVER TURNOVER 

49 13.12 
50 13.95 
51 16.92 
52 20.08 
S3 21.36 
54 23.33 
5-:'I 25.63 
56 28.24 
57 31.26 
58 32.88 
S9 34.68 
60 33.15 
61 36.34 
62 39.76 
63 43.59 
64 47.90 
65 53.47 
66 59.65 
67 65.63 
68 80.74 
69 95.78 
70 106.85 
71 119.92 
72 135.71 
73 96.56 
74 112.21 
75 130.35 
76 158.52 
77 203.54 
78 258.31 
79 295.62 
80 
81 
82 

jJ( 
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Table B.2.2 

APPENDIX 8.2 

POST GIRO TURNOVER DATA 

SWEDEN 1949-1982 

(3) ( 4 ) ( 5 ) 
MONTHLY TOTAL TOTAL 

NET DEBIT GROSS DEBIT 
TURNOVER TURNOVER TRANSFER.S 

157.44 53.50 
167.40 57.10 
203.04 69.20 
240.96 81.40 
256.32 86.60 
279.96 94.90 
307.56 104.70 
338.88 116.30 
375.12 128.30 
394.56 136.00 
416.16 143.10 
397.80 129.30 
436.08 141.20 
477.12 153.20 
523.08 167.60 
574.80 183.00 
641.64 203.30 
715.80 227.00 
787.56 248.60 
968.88 326.80 

1149.36 397.60 
1282.20 441.80 
1439.04 498.50 
1628.52 569.00 

266.72 
294.02 
313.42 

( 6 ) ( 7 ) 
TOTAL TOTAL 
DEBIT NET DEBIT 

TURNOVER TURNOVER 

103.94 103.94 
110.30 110.35 
133.84 133.84 
159.56 159.48 
169.72 169.72 
185.06 185.06 
202.86 202.86 
222.58 222.58 
246.82 246.82 
258.56 258.56 
273.06 273.06 
268.50 268.50 
294.88 290.59 
323.92 318.75 
355.48 349.31 
391.80 385.28 
438.34 429.79 
488.80 473.94 
538.96 515.71 
642.08 613.13 
751.76 717.28 
840.40 800.77 
940.54 889.03 

1059.52 995.13 
1158.72 1083.66 
1346.52 1260.38 
1564.20 1457.73 
1902.24 1728.69 
2442.48 2078.60 
3102.12 2448.85 
3547.44 2752.76 

3200.64 
3528.24 
3761.04 



( 8 ) ( 9 ) 
ESTIMATED NEW TOTAL 

INT.GOV. NET DEBIT 
YEAR TRANSFERS TURNOVER 

49 0.00 
50 0.00 
51 0.00 
52 0.00 
53 0.00 
54 0.00 
S5 0.00 
S6 0.00 
57 0.00 
58 0.00 
59 0.00 
60 0.00 
61 4.29 
62 5.17 
63 6.17 
64 6.S2 
65 8.5S 
66 14.86 
67 23.25 
68 28.95 
69 34.48 
70 39.63 
71 51.51 
72 64.39 
73 75.06 
74 86.14 
75 106.47 
76 173.55 1732.33 
77 363.88 2083.77 
78 653.27 2454.18 
79 794.68 2746.94 
80 316S.17 
81 3528.27 
82 3761.07 
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Table B.2.2 (cont) 

APPENDIX B.2 
POST GIRO DATA 

SWEDEN 1949 - 1982 

( 10 ) ( ll) 

NEW TOTAL INPAYMENTS 
NET DEBIT 
TRANSFERS 

25.30 
26.70 
32.50 
39.00 
41.70 
45.10 
49.10 
53.20 
59.30 
61.30 
65.50 
69.30 
77.00 
85.30 
94.00 

104.50 
117.20 
130.60 
145.00 
157.40 
176.70 
199.10 
220.20 
245.20 
265.40 
305.00 
356.30 

922.06 414.31 
1165.97 470.24 
1418.46 531.13 
1590.97 592.70 
1817.57 689.87 
2082.48 744.90 

( 12 ) ( 13 ) 
OUTPAYMENTS FINAL TOTAL 

NET DEBIT 
TURNOVER 

25.20 103.93 
26.60 110.36 
32.00 133.78 
39.10 159.50 
41.50 169.69 
45.10 185.05 
49.10 202.87 
53.00 222.57 
59.20 246.82 
61.30 258.61 
64.S0 273.03 
70.00 268.53 
76.60 294.86 
85.40 323.86 
93.90 355.42 

104.30 391.81 
117.70 438.25 
130.80 488.34 
145.00 538.49 
157.50 641.66 
176.90 751.24 
198.90 839.84 
221.20 939.86 
224.60 1059.47 
264.30 1158.77 
299.00 1346.46 
338.30 1564.18 
395.96 1732.33 
447.55 2083.77 
504.58 2454.17 
563.27 2746.94 
657.73 3165.17 
700.89 3528.27 

3761.04 
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Col (4) displ~ys the ~nnu~l gross turnover, ~nd Col (S) is ~ 

series on Tot~l Debit Tr~nsfers provided by the Post Giro Service. 

In order to elimin~te the double counting of both credit ~nd debit 

tr~nsfers, Col (S) is subtr~cted from Col (4), ~nd then spliced with 

the d~ta from 1973-79, with the result displayed in Col (6). Col (7) 

displays the Total Net Debit Turnover series provided by the Post 

Giro and published in the Statistisk Arsbok [SA] which excludes 

inter-agency government transfer p~yments. Col (8) displays the 

difference between Col (6) and Col (7), providing an estimate of the 

size of inter-agency tr~nsfers for the ye~rs before these tr~nsfers 

were eliminated from the published [SR] st~tistics. Col (9) and Col 

(ln) display the most recent d~ta published in both [SR] and [SA]. 

Col (11) and (12) are total inpayments and outpayments and Col (13) 

displ~ys the final estimate of debit ~urnover, net of inter-agency 

government tr~nsfers. Net tr~nsfers are then derived as the 

difference between Col (13) and the sum of Col (11) and (12). 

, 


